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ABSTRACT

A considerable number of studies of Amharic literature
have been written by Ethiopian as well as foreign scholars.
Studies by Ethiopians are v.ry fragmentary and those by foreig-
ners reveal distortions. This thesis attempts to overcome ~
these problems of fragmentation and distortion in the study of
Amharic literature. The topic is very vast and the thesis is
necessarily a very condensed survey of the development of Amharic
literature along with a critical analysis of epoch-making Amharic
novels, plays and poetical works.

Compared to other African and even European countries,
Ethiopia has a very old literary tradition. Although the masses
~f the people still remain illiterate, literacy and hence the art
of writing has its roots in Ethiopian antiquity. Ethiopia's
earlie$~ li~ra~ures were written in Geez, a classical language
that persisted until the middle of the twentieth century and
still lingers around churches and monastries. Written Amharic
literature made its first appearance around 1300 but actually
started to flourish only at the beginning of the present century.

The first Amharic novel, Afawar~ Gabrayasus's L~bb Walla~
:rarik was published around 1900. Since then a remarkable number
of novels have been written among which F~~ir ~ska Ma4abir, Adafris,
Ya~ay Kokab Tirri and Ma'~bal are critically analyzed. Fi*ir fska
Mafabir is, a novel of shining excellence both in form and content.
Ita harmony of setting and characters and artistic manipulation of
literary techniques al~ng with its social significance will always
secure a special place for it. Adafr~s stands out most conspicuous-
ly particularly for its originality of style and unparalleled excel-
lence in the use of modern literary techniques. It is truly the
work of a master artist and craftsman. Ya~ay Kokab Tirri and
Malibal manifest the highest level of political preoccupation
in the Amharic novel thus marking a new trend of development.

Modern Amharic drama is still.in its infancy. It is no
more than seventy years old. The first Amharic play Fabula by
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Bajrond Takla Hawariat was staged at the beginning of this century.
The earliest Amharic plays, which understandably were crude in form,
dealt with the Italian occupation (1928-33). Amharic drama started
to be perfected only after the 1950's and 60's with the return of
dramatists trained abroad. Kabadil Mikael, Girmachaw Takla Hawat-iat,
Mangistu Lamma and ~ngaye Gabramadhin are among the most prominent
playwrights who have contributed to the development of this genre
in Amharic. Amharic drama has evolved through more or less similar
stages as the Amharic novel, and today manifests greater realism
and enhanc,ed political preoccupation.

,
Poetry is a genre deeply rooted in the Ethiopian oral

tradition. It is the oldest form of literary art in the country.
Throughout the ages Ethiopia has produced prominent poets. Among
the earliest poets Aga~ahu lngida, Yoftahe Nigussie and Walda
Giorgis Welda Yohannis have imprinted their names with the patrio-
tic poems they composed on the eve of the Italian occupation (1928-
33). Among the moderns Kabada Mikael, Mangistu Lamma, ~ngaye Gabra-
madhin are the most popular and highly skilled.

Through the decades, Amharic literature in general has
manifested a significant change and development both in its form
and contento Whereas earlier Amharic literature was largely reli-
gioun, moralistic and didactic, modern Amharic literature has
shown a marked shift in intent and content achieving greater social
significance and realism.

Amharic literature has faced a considerable number of
obstacles among which censorship, the mass illiteracy in the coun-
try, the high cost of printing, the absolute lack of publishing
houses, and most of all, the lack of professional training among
its authors have been the most retarding. However, the eruption
of the popular Ethiopian Revolution of 1966 has opened a brighter
furture for its development, and these problems will eventually be
overcome.
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It is indeed very difficult to forecast confidently the
future trend of development in Amharic literature. Yet, consider-
ing the circumstances, it is only reasonable to assume that it
will eventually overcome its crudity of form provided that creative
writers are given professional training. In terms of content,
Amharic literature has already revealed a tendency to become more
partisan and facilitate the process of radical social, political
and economic change that the country has courageously undertaken.
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Pronunciation Key

Due to the obvious problems involved in transcribing
Amharic words and Ethiopian names in the Roman alphabet, it
has become necessary to use an ad hoc transcription in this
study. The letters b, d, f, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t,

~ _, v, w, y and z and the combinations ch and sh have been
used here just like in English because the sounds they commonly
represent are almost similar to those of Amharic.

The Amharic vowels have been transcribed in this study
"as shown below:

PRONUNCIATION SYBHOLS ENGLISH A~tHARIC

a as in arm I abb~ / "'1-.. in bird saw / nG).a as I-
e as in f'a c •• waz!:ma/ <PK"1-
i as in kill Addis/ ~~n-
ii as in dB / ~t\-

The following uniquely Amharic sounds have been trans-
cribed as follows.

If as in !Sine / <l> \

tV in Amaririha /n as "Of/C~

1: as in 'f'obbia / rnn.J., .,
c: as in <;awata / m,crf
p as in Petors / 1\'1'["n. .
~ as in ~bai / 8fTle
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INTRODUCTION

Ethiopia is a country with a centuries old literary tradi-
tion. Most of its earliest literaturel however, was written in
Geez. Although the earliest piece of written Amharic literature
that is extant dates back to the fourteenth century, we can safely
assume that Amharic folk literature must have been much old~r than
that. The amount of creative writing done in Amharic since the
fourteenth century is indeed very vast~ This study by no means
claims to be exhaustive. Its modest aim is to trace the dQvelop-
ment of written Amhari~ literature and analyze a selection of epoch-
mllici~gworks in three genres - the novel, drama and poetry.

The first chapter is a general historical survey attempting
to trace the development of written Amharic literature from its
inception upto the present. Chapters two, three and four are
brief critical analyses of sele~ted Amharic novelsl plays and
poetry respectively.

No such research on Amharic literature has been published
by a~ Ethiopian scholar before or rather, no such work by an
Ethiopian has been immediately c.vailable. Studies by Ethiopians
about Amharic literature that are immediately available are very
scanty and fragmentary. Indeed, most of them are only brief re-
marks about one work or another and usually in the form of articles
in newspapers, magazines and journals like Something, Dialogue,
Addis ReporterJ Manan or Ethiopia Observer.

Probably the bulk of the study about Amharic literature
by Ethiopians consists of the theses that have been written over
the years by graduating students of the Department of Ethiopian
Languages and Literature of the Addis Ababa University. Most of
them, however, are biographies of certain prominent literary
figures or focus mainly on special aspects like characterization
and style in one or another work of Amharic literature. Their
scope is limited but they could be useful sources for detailed
studies of individual works.

A considerable number of works have also been written abour
Ethiopian literature in general by foreign historians, travellers
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and literary critics since the nineteenth century, but, as is
to be expected; most of them overlook many important aspects of
Ethiopian literaturee Forgetting that Ethiopia has its own nat-
ional and historical peouliarities and that literature is inherent-
ly culture-bound, most of them use European literature as a measur-
ing rod for Ethiopian literature. Since they were written by
outniders who know very little about Ethiopian society ( and
particularly its spiritual makeup) theee works overlook the social,
political and economic realities in which Amharic literature has
been conceived and cultivated and hence give a distorted image of
it.

Generally, we observe that otudies about Amharic literature
either by Ethiopians or foreigners so far have the inherent defect
either of fragmentation or distortion. This peeliminary study
is therefore born out of the conviction that a detailed study of
Amharic literature by an Ethiopian is overdue and might help as
a springboard for further exhaustive and more detailed studies~ of
Amharic literature.



CHAPTER I
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

OF
AMHARIC LITERATURE

A study of the origin of Amharic Literature necessarily
starts wiih a study of the origin of the Amharic language it-
self. Amharic has been spoken in Ethiopia for centuries, but
exactly how long is impossible to say. According to Wright,
and Amharic not very much different from that of today had come
into existence by 1300,1 but was not committed to writing until
about a century ago. Whereas Wright asserts that the earliest
Amharic manuscripts that are extant are medical treatises dating
~rom about 1800, Thomas Leiper Kane and many other scholars point
out that the earliest Amharic writings to be found are poems
or songs dating back from the fourteenth century and written
in praise of Emperors Amda Sion (1307-1337)2Yishak (1407-1422). ..
and Giilawdewos (1533-1553).3 Similar praise poems written in
honour of Emperors Dawit (1373-1412), Zara Ya~ob ( 1426-1460)
and Baida Mairam ( 1461-1471) have also been found.4

The earliest Amharic poem written in praise of Amda
~ion by an unknown writer, narrates the expedition of the king
(Emperor) to subjugate various peoples. The language is in
many ways different from Amharic as we know it today and very
difficult to understand, but there is no doubt that it is
Amharic as can be seen in the following lines from the poem
composed in honour of Yishak:r

tilt t\:Q. WlnGrfC

1\90 1 ?!t) U ~C;1 fi: it' C
90 nt n l' t1U 'fH C
tI n() n l' tl U rTlaoC

n6- r'l1' tlU YlC
l\9Dl ?!t)U ~£;'"l fi:it'C
.Pi t) tao tC

rTlJ)fltU YlC
fL6n aon eM :: 5
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According to Dr ••Sirgiw Hab La S i.lassie, Amharic most
probably began to be spoken widely during the reign of Emperor
Lalibala (1185-1220). In the struggle for power between the
two Agiw Kings of the time, the Amharas gave military assistance
to Emperor Lali~ala while the Agaws remained faithful to Emperor
Harbe. After victory, Lalibala gave the Amharas the highest posi-
tionn in his court and set up an entourage composed solely of
Amharao. Thus there came the saying,

whLch literally means: "The Agaws immigrated and the Amharas
adapted themselves". Later, the Amharic language became the
language of the court and won the title of

6"I!:1perialtongue".

•• ,A r'"l
J I I I 1~ "or

Like almost all other languages, Amharic grew as a lite-
rary language first in poetry and later in prose. This statement
is supported by the fact that the earliest writing to be found
in Anharic is the poem written in honour of Amda ~ion, though
we cannot claim that it is literary by modern standards.

According to Professor tamrat Amanuel, the stages in the
development of Amharic literature in its infancy (i.e. prior to
the 19th century and the ascendance to power of Emperor Tewodros)
can be divided into two:

1e The Age of Amd; ~ion (lJ4~-1607)
2. The Age of Susinyos (1607-1855)7

In the first age there is very little writing in Amharico
All that is extant from the writings of this period is the
praiae poems to the Emperors mentioned earlier. Dro Amsalu
M<lilu has this to say of the praise songs written to Amda
Sion and Ytsha~:

These poems were probably composed by common
people. We cannot place them alongside lite-
rary works for they are written in a manner
lacking beauty or taste. They were written
in the excitement of victory and do not 8
adhere to the rules of literary aesthetics.
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It may be true that the songs (poems) were composed by
ordinary people and have no flavour to a modern audience. It
would, however, be unfair to apply modern literary standards
in our judgement of them for the simple reason that they date
back so many centuries when Amharic literature may not even
be said to have been born.

The period between the fifteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries was a period of decline for Ethiopian literature in general.
This decline was caused by the rise in the sixteenth century
of Ahmed Gran and the beginning of the Oromo (Galla ) expansiono

It was a period of constant wars behreen the Christians and
Moslems of Ethiopia, during which Gran is said to have burnt
many manuscripts and books along with the churche::;and monas-
terie::;.

The Moslems had obtained military assistance from the
Turk::;and the Christians were force~ to ask for support from the
Portugese. Thus four hundred Portugese soldiers led by Berudez
arrived at the port of Hassawa in 1593. -Along ",ith them also came
so~e Jesuit missionaries who immediately set about spreading
their faith in the country after Gran had finally been defeated
and the war had subsidedo

Soon religiouD disagreements broke out between the Jesuits
and the Ethiopian Orthodox (-Coptic) clergy. The Jesuits preached
and wr-o te religious tracts in Amharic. They also spread the
tracts among the people. This activity of the Jesuits led to
an important event in the development of Amharic literature.
The local Coptic clergy who, up to then ,_had considered Amharic
unfit for church services and had revered Geez~ suddenly gave
up the use of the latter and started to preach and write in
iLOha.r±~,intheir attempt to counteract the Jesuit influence.
None of these Amharic tracts, however, are immediately avail-
able although Marcel Cohen asserts that they could be found
" l"b" 91n 1 rar1es abroad.



The religious disagreement and the use of Amharic for
preaching and writing religious pamphlets continued until the
ascendance to the throne of Ase Fass!l (162~·1660 ) who threw
out all the Jesuits from Ethiopia in 1625. Because of the
measure taken by Fassil against the Jesuits it was said •• ~'~

£.." 1;»: •• meaning "Let Fassil become king
and ( the true) religion be restored"~ But immediately after
the expulsion of the Jesuits, the Ethiopian clergy went back
to the use of Geez, and writing in Amharic was once cagain sus-
pended. This state of affairs continued until 1855 when
Tewodros took power.

The period between 1769 and 1855 is what is commonly
kno~m in Ethiopian history as the Age of Princes. Ethiopia
was divided into small kingdoms among the various princes.
Civil wars and strife were rampant throughout the land. The
period was not conducive to literary development, or to any
leind of peaceful and constructive social activity. Thus, in
relation to the development of Amharic literature, the ascen-
dance to the throne of Emperor Tewodros in 1855 and the sub-
sequent unity of the country was of paramount importance, for
Amharic literature once more raised its head after two centurien
of dormancy. Indeed, Amharic literature can be said to have
become fully emancipated during Tewodros's reign in the second
half of the nineteenth century.

As part of his general programme of unifying the country,
Tewodros decreed Amharic as the official language of the
government. Geez, which had formerly been more prestigeous,
ceased to be used in court and in international correspondence.
!-1oreover,for the first time in Ethiopian history, Tewodros's
chr.onicle was written in Amharic by Dabtara AliilfaZanab.10

Dabtara Zanab also wrote the Ma§hafa {awata Sigawi
vlamanfasawi which Wright describes as " a little book of
moral precepts" which "consists of the sort of edifying but
not very effective moralizing that preoccupies all too many

. I,llEthiopian wr1ters.
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In 1830 the Bible was translated into Amharic hy an
Ethiopian priest called Abu Rumi. It was published in 1840
and subsequently spread in the country. This we know from
Raac am t s testimony as quoted by i"iargeryPerham,

"Oh God!" exclaimed the ~mperor Theodore to
the British agent Rassam, "How can we Abssi-
nians forget the English who have given us
so many thousand Bibles! ~aereas there had
been only a few in the whole countrr' now
every village could have its 0\,Tn.ll1

In 1892 the first translation into Amharic of Bunyan's
Piligrim's Progress was made by Gabra Giorgis Tarafa. Again
according to llright,

••• it is not a masterpiece of a translation-
a revision was made and published in Addis
Ababa in 1950 - but the book ha3 probably had
a profound influence in respect to both form
and content on the formation of the new Amharic
literature.13

Indeed, many later Amharic writers exhibit the influence
of this om.ipresent literary work. The theme of a character
of good morals journeying ~hrough life to face worldly trials
and tribulations has been the central idea in Blatten Getta
Hiruy \;feldaSilassie's viaddaje L;i,bbe,W:i.konni:n:rndalkachawls
Halka~ Betasaboch and very recently (1909) Gerawar~ J-.gonafir's
465 pages narrative Sawnna Guzow.

Although j~haric was initially set on its feet durino the
reig:-:of Emperor Tewodros , it did not actually develop as a
literary language until the reign of Emperor Minilik II (1848-
1906). Two main factors contributed to this development.
Firstly, contact ",itho Western Civilization which had been dis-
rupted for centuries was resumed at this time. The Djibouti-
Addis Ababa railway line was built, postal service was installed
and administration which was formerly conducted orally / n,).lJeq n n (J)/

started to be .conducted through writing, thus facilitating the
development of writing in Amharic. The second and more important
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event was the setting up of the printing press. This does not,
howe ver , mean that Amharic books were not printed before this
time. For example, the first book printed in the Ethiopian
alphabet was the Psalter in Geez. It was printed in Rome in
1513 by a German named John Potken. There was a printing press
in !1assawa that was set up by Catholic monks in 1860 and is
believed to have produced the first Amharic works of devotion
to be printed in Ethiopia. Another printing press was also
set up in Dire Dawa in 1900 by a Fransiscan monk named Harie
Bernard .15

The beginning of the publiaati~n of newspapers also faci-
litated the growth of Amharic literature. In 1914 the first
Amharic newspaper Aimiro, ini iialted by a.Greek named Kavadia in
190~and formerly written by hand, started _0 be issued in print•
by the order of the Emperor.

Minilik also sent a number of young Ethiopians to study
in Europe, some of which later became among the first Ethiopian
creati ve writers in Amharic. Among these is AfHwar~ GabdiyasuD f

who can rightly be called the father of the Amharic novel. He
is, indeed, the first Ethiopian novelist and his Libb Willid
~~~~~ the first Ethiopian novel. This novel was first published
in Rome in 1916 and marks the birth of fictional literature in
Amharic. Here is \Yright's observation about the novel f

It is a work of real merit. It has come to
be regarded as a necessary introduction to
the use of Amharic as a medium of imaginative
expression, and although it may be excelled
in many respects by later compcs.LtLons ,it
showed with dramatic surprise .~. that it
might well be Amharic and no longer the
classical Geez, that would one day supply
Ethiopia's distinctive contribution to the
world's literature.1S

We shall discuss this first Amharic novel in greater
detail in the next chapter.,
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Gabra Egziabher is probably the first Ethiopian poet
writing in Amharic. He was born in Tigrai in the early 18Ge's
and died in 191~. Gabra Egziabher was if a kind of court
satiriat" and started "by trouncing the important men of state
and by saying witty things at the great court banquets which
Minilik held at the palace every Sunday, and later issued simi-
lar material in written form."l? In form his poems are of the
traditional oral literature type but they are also didactic and
p~litical. They emphasized the need for unity and modernica-
tion and aroused considerable interest in court circles.18

Not long after Libb itlalladTar ik , a new genre - drama -
made its appearance in the Amharic literary scene. This was
a play by Biijrond Takla Hawariyat called Fabula: Yansa~
KomedYl written in 1904. This play written in verse, utilizes
the fables of Aesop and La Fontaine together with Ethiopian
onee as a means to point out the corruption of the members of
the ruling classes.

Fabula was staged for the first time in 1914 at the Hotel
Hajeotic and immediately banned as obscene and unorthodox. In
fact, all plays were banned after this until the coronation
of llac Tafari as Emperor Haile Selassie in 1930.

The early Amharic writers felt themselves called upon
to promote the modernization of Ethiopian society, and to
criticize ignorance, superstition, moral and political corru
tiono Among the writers of this early period is Blatten Getta
Hiruy Walda Silassie, a prolific writer who translated parts
of the Holy Scripture into Geez and edited the traditional code
of civil and ecclesiastical law, the ~a rtagast.• A civil
servant and holder of many official positions in the government,
Hiruy also launched a literary journal in Amharic entitled
Goha ~ibah in 1917.

Hiruy, who according to Wright, "was instrumental in
creating Amharic literature out of practically nothingll~~owas
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1. 20a man of tremendous energy and almost a legendary persona 1ty.
His major creative works are Waddaje Libbe ( 1923) Yalibb Assab:
Yabirhanena Yajion Mogasa Gabicha ( 1931), Addis Alam ( 1913).

Waddaje L~bbe is an allegorical story of the journey
through the world of the title-hero Waddaje Libbe and his
trials and tribulations thereof. hlthough it follows the
tradition of Geez works of "tagsa~" andflmikir':,Waddaje Libbe
seernc to have been inspired by Bunyan's Piligrim's Progress.
Yalibb Assab, though written in the form of a novel, is cons-
picuously a manual of marriage and child care and moreover an
indictment of the widespread practice of child-marriage with
a thin veneer of an imaginary plot.

In Addis Alam, however, come to the fore Hiruy's reformist
tendencies. In this novel, he tries to point out the need
for the reform of the church and the elimination of certain
traditional practices such as sorcery, arranged marriage,
costly funeral banquets and divorce. Addis Alam is probably
the first treatment in Amharic of the recurrent theme of
cultural conflict that abounds in much of colonial and
post-colonial African creative writing •. It is the story of
a young Ethiopian who after returning from his studies
abroad glows to reform his society but hits against the
hard wall of tradition.

Both Hiruy and Afawar~ wrote non-fiction, too •. Afawar~'s
Dagoawi Minilik is considered not only as a work of literary
value but also as a book of history. It is probably the first
biography of an African ruler by an African writer. Hiruy
also published a biographical account of Emperor Yohannis, a
collection of funeral songs and a catalogue of books in Geez and
Amharic to be found in'Ethiopia. He also wrote an official
account of Empress Manan's piligrimage to Jerusalem and the
Regent's visit to Europe and the Middle East in a
boolc entitled Dastanna K~bbir on which Wright comments thus:
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••• this attractive book did more to shake the
Ethiopian people into a realization, of how the
rest of the world was living, and the part there-
in which Ethiopia might be called upon to play
than could have done any number of cold offioial
communique 's·:.21

The writing and sta girm of plays which had been banned
since Takl~ Hawariyat's Fabula resumed just before the Italian
invasion. Two of these early plays, both written by Yoftahe
N~gusse, have been put into print. The first, Tifim Yallabat
v..~awata is an allegorical play, performed in 1930 as part of the
coronation festivities. It describes the marriage of Faith and
Fortune decreed by King Solomon. The speeches of the charac-
ters are interspersed with quotations from the Scriptures, with
due references provided in the text. The play ends with a read-
ing of the parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins in Geez with
an Amharic translationo In conclusion, it is revealed that
the new Emperor is the husband of the first of the Wise virgins.22

The other play by Yoftahe is Yahod Am1aku ~i,at, staged
in 1932 to celebrate the first post-nupita1 visit to the parents
of Princess Zanaba Var~, who had married Ras Gugsa Araya. The
play is full of allusions to Ras Hailu, who had been recently
deposed from his governorship of Gojjam. This early Amharic
play which is largely allegorical and moralistic is judged by
Ricci as follows:

In this theatrical production,·the stage
action was rudimentary if not nonexistent,
the characters two-dimensional symbols hav-
ing collective nouns designating a class
or social type or ethical concepts for
names, not those of real people. All the
force of the play is concentrated in the
vivacity of the dialogue, which in epi-
sodes of real immediacy linked with local
society, brought to the stage an expression
suited to the vivid and varied speech of
daily life in which the comic power attained
particularly effective moments.23
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Moreno, "tho was present "I\'t: the presentation of several
of these plays says:

In these (plays), the young Ethiopian actors
gave evidenc8'01 great self-possession and
above all of a considerable sense of the
comic. The plots are puerile, not so much
because the works are intended for children
as owing to the mentality of the authors,
but they are not lacking in pleasant comic
interludes as when scenes and characters
of the milieu are reprodU8ed such as drunks
grouped around their beer and mead, arguments
and browls, the assemblage of greedy priests
and gluttons and so on.24

Ethiopian literature had thus only started to flourish
"Then the Italian invasion threw its ominous shadow over the
country. The approach of the war, however, inspired many
to produce writings of a patriotic nature. Thus it was that
Ua1da Giorgis vnl1da Yohanni:s wrote a long poem entitled
~a.wand Lij Kurat Sila Hagar Mamot in 1935 G.C., appealing for
Ethiopians to protect their centur~es-old independence.
This was soon followed by Jagna Saw Tagaday La~alatu Almot
~ written in 1936 G.E., appealing to both the Moslems and
Christians of Ethiopi-n to defend their country in spite of
their religious differences.

In the same year Yoftahe Nigusse wrote !la~e\ru: Gobaz
~x.an, a poem intended to arouse patriotism.

After these patriotic writings on the eve of the war,
literary activity was disrupted for the next six years after
the Italian invasion. Soon after the expulsion of the Italians
from the country, literary activities resumed. An interesting
literary work of the period is a collection of peems by many
different writern entitled Yaddis Zaman Mazmur and celebrating
the return of the Emperor. Among the contributors are three
names that have left their mark in Amharic literature: Makonnin
indalkachaw, Girmachaw Taklii Hawariyat and Kabada Mikael; the
lact two are considered to be representatives of the modern gene-

I
ration of the period.
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Makonnin Indalkachaw, who is believed by many scholars
to be a true disciple of Hiruy, is the author of a number of
works tinged with a deep religious feeling and denunciation
o:f the vanities of the world. Makonnim has '--writtena number
of dramas among which his Yadam D~§ (1940) is considered
to be the best. Based on the patriotism of Abuna petros, who
suffered death at the hands of the Italian fascists, the
play contains some very moving monologues.

!aytu Bit~ult another Makonn~n's plays is based on
the story of Emperor Tewodros, whom it presents as a heartless
tyrant, though it applauds his heroic deatho25

Makonnin (born 1892) belonged to a traditional class
of feudal-l-omB and was thus a member of a conservative
group trying to combat the modernizing and democratic forces
in the country. His works, which are mostly expressions of
~~t was best in the dying tradition, preach benign feudalisrnD
He reflects a false sense of responsibility towards the people
and tries to justify the decadent feudal system. He even goes
further to point out that the ruling class is the god-ordained
secular arm of the divine will.

According to Gerard, Makonn~nls works are characterized
by three major concepts: idealization of the feudal class along
with enlightened despotism, the respouaibility of this class
tow-ards the people ( which he presents as its justification)

. . . . Ch' t' .t 26and f1nally unqueot10n1ng adherence to Copt1C r1S 1an1 y.

The concept of fate plays a great role in the Amhara mode
of thinking and action although it may not be a unique feature
of the Amhara mentality. Levine points out that:

The concept of fate - eddel - is invoked by
Amharas to account for the various accomplis-
ments and peripeties of their lives, Eddel
is the working of divine will as it affects
human purposes, and it is believed to be more
impo5;ant than human effort to attain any
end.
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One of Makonna.n's novels Alam vla.ratgtL~(19400) intimates
an obneesion with the unreliability of the world, and consequently,
with man's duty to earn God's reward£: through humility and accept-
ance. The central idea of':this work is that life is a source
of unending pain and unhappiness, and that quietness is to be
found in the detachment of monastic life. In other words it
atte~pts to point out that unhappiness is a source of purifi-
cation and many critics claim the work to be a collection of
moralities.

Almotkum B'ye Alwashim in the collection entittled
:~.:mun(t'9l.!:l:-) is an indictment of wh i te colonialism and reLa.t ee
the trials and tribulations of the protagonist Ato Tamachu who
suffers unbearably during the Italian Invasion. Although it
is a story about the horrors of the war, its main purpose is
to ctress the necessity for forberance and virtue in the fac~
of adversity. It is interesting, however, to note that this
philosophy of forbearance and virtue applies chiefly to the
poor, and its main function is to convince them of their supposedly
privileged spiritual status.

This philoQ~phy of this supposedly privileged status of
the poor in heaven is carried further in Yadhoch Katam~,a cri-

T r-

ticicm of the newly emerging bourgeoisie. In this novella
Hakonnin preaches openly. Abb a Sa,¥,Bakantu is made to say,
1I",hilethe poor have no freehold on earth, there awaits them

1 . .. I I 28 Th· 1freeho d 1n the heavens for the1r 1mmorta sou s. 15 wor<,
like moat of Makonn'n's works, is a reflection of the most unrealis-
tic conventions of Ethiopian Coptic Christianity, namely that
crime is always punished and virtue eternally rewarded.

Although ~g~ai Misfin (19~9) is primarily a love tragedy
it in a moral booklet exalting charity, devotion and altruism
as opposed to self-assertion based on instinct, wealth or educa-
t.Lon , it is again an addition to his moral pamphlets.
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Salsawi Dawit (1942) is a historical novel based on the
life of an Ethiopian king.- It is an attack against absolute
powe~, preaching otherworldliness, painting man's life on earth
in very unpleasant colours and carrying on the moral that salva-
tion can only be obtained through sorrow and suffering~

Makonn¥n's works indicate that he is a devoted Christian and
the most vocal and articulate exponent of the landed aristocracy,

A contemporary of Makonnin and a journalist who had
imprinted his name in Amharic literature was Valda Giorgis
Walda Yohannis ( b. 1896 - ). The bulk of his writing con-
sists of four volumes of poetry glorifying the Emperor, his
warlike prowess and civilizlag achievements along with a
praise of Ethiopia itself. Apart from these poems, Walda
Giorgis has written an only novel, Agazi, a psychological
and historical story of an Ethiopian youth educated abroad.
The title hero, Agazi,. overcomes the entreaties of his family
not to go away seeking impious knowledge in foreign lands,
illustrating the need to break away from backward traditional
bonds. Although Agazi is somewhat similar to Hiruy's Addie
Alam the latter does not have the vitality and urgency we find
in the former. Most of the story is devoted to Agazi's ex-
periences and impressions abroad while his country is under
Italian occupationo Unlike Awaka, in Addis Alam, we do not.
find Agazi coming back to his country and fighting against
backward traditional customs or the fascist invaders.

A court poet of the period who deserves attention is
Yared Gabra Mikael, who, like Walda Giorgis, was an official
of tl.e Ministry of Information and wrote a number of poems
in praise of the Emperor yearly from 1952 to 1956. In addition
he wrote a slightly fictionalized essay on love and marriage
entitled rnena Anchi (19~5)o This fictional work contrasts
the traditional (countryside) and modern ( city) marriage custom.
His philosophical poem Yaf~ir M~rkona (1950) could also be
taken into consideration as a contribu±ion to the budding Amharic
literature of the period.



Among the ardent supp ort ezs of the Emperor who turned
towar da literature should be mentioned Hahtama S~lass ie Walda
MaB~al (1905-1972) whose literary activity was directed mainly
tm1ards the recording and preservation of oral literature.-
inl;:i4~fLammine, a collection of folk tales; Amarinna I$ine and
ZalaiJar.a1a collection of poems. His Zikra Naga~, a voluminous
manual published in 1952, provides a picture of Ethiopian in-
stitutio~s under Minilik and Haile selassie. ~ub Din~, on
the other hand, is a religious meditation on God and nature of
which the latter is little touched upon by Amharic writers.

The last representative of the post-bellum generation
of Amharic writers 1£: mruHaila Si-Iassie (1892-1972) •• J. noble-
ma~ of exalted rank, ~mru was, strangely enough, very much
change-oriented as a result of which he has won the title of
the it red Ras" from some foreign wr Lters 0 He understood, and
that ~uite very early~ the need for reform-both social and
poltical~ As a result, he was exiled in foreign lands in the
name of Ambassador~

His only novel Fitawrari Balay,29 is based on the common
theme of family disruption and reunionQ The story as a whole
is a trite moralization, all the more conspicuous in Amharic
writi~gs of the period~ and its purpose, as the author pBints
out in the preface, is to indicate that, itSooner or later, bad
mer- will be punished, and good and kind-hearted men, on the
oth er- hand, shall always be protected by the grace of God. 1,30
Imru also claims that his tale has a political significance in
that it indicat~the fall of Ethiopia under the .rule of fascism
and her subsequent liberationo Critics, however, a~sume that
the intrigues against Balay, his downfall, and subsequent triumph
refer to the experiences of the author himself.

The first author of the post-war·period who still holds
a preeminent position in Amharic literature is Kabada Mikael
(1915- ). He emerged as a writer when Amharic literature
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wac consolidated and blooming. A master of Amharic versifica-
tion, his works cover a wide range-poetry, drama, history,
translations. Kabada is believed by many to be Ethiopia's
first accomplished playwright and indeed he had contributed
much to the development of this genre. As Gerard says:

Kabade became the founder of serious modern
drama in Amharic, doing away with the farcical
and more allegorical entertainments of the
early thirties in favour of tragedies molded
into classical form, which he constantly re-
vises and improves upon.31

His first play Yatinbit ~a~aro (1938)32 deals with the
theme of prophecy. Kabada was very familar with the master-
pieces of European literature, and highly influenced by them
as a study of his works will indicate.

Y~~tat Maibal ( 1941), Kabada's second play, is an
attack against materialism and atheism, whereas Hannibal
(1948) is a historical play of black or African nationalism,
a theme not touched upon by Amharic creative writers before.

Kabada also tried his hand at story telling in Tarikna
I1isale and Yaiwfat Bili~ta, collections of stories both in
verse and prose.

His adaptation of Shakespeare's Romeo and Julliet, although
not a masterpiece of a translation, has won him popularity.
tlritten in flawless rhyming couplets, his plays and poems have
nerved as inspiration for the generation of writers that followed

Girmachaw Takla Hawariat ( b. 1915- ), son to the
first comedian in Amharic, wrote a novel, Araaya ( 1941) and
later a play TewodrosL both of~hhave won distinction in
their respective genres.

Araaya is a novel based on the recurrent theme in
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African literatue - that of a young foreign-educated African,
whose zeal to enhance the development of his country upon his
return is frustrated by the rockhard native tradition~ Araaya
deserves particular attention in that it carries many radical
ideas ( for instance, pointing out the need for land reform
and the abolition of the landlord-tenant relationship which
was firmly established at the time), which obviously would
have landed him in prison, if not more, had it not been for
his exalted social and political position.

Tewodros, (1950), on the other hand, is a historical play
based on the story of Emperor Tewodros, who has always been
~~ inspiring figure for Ethiopian writers. This probably is
one of the best plays in Amharic on the Tewodros theme.

A genere that seems not to have developed much in the
Amharic literary tradition is the short story. Hany scholars
ascribe different reasons as to why this is the case$ This
genre, however, was introduced in Amharic lfriting by Tadassa
Liban who published Maskara~ in 19~9. He is probably the
first Ethiopian writer of short stories proper as distinguished
from the traditional fables and moral allegories. Maskaram
is a collection of five stories reflecting the relationship
between tradition and novelty in the Ethiopian society.
Tadassa also wrote another collection of s:l)'piit'stories,I.Glaw
~anga~, (1951) but has not published any more of his works
ever since. Tadassa's contribution to Amharic literature lies
not only in that he is the founding father of the Amharic short
story but also because he exhibits greater realism and psycho-
logical insight than any of his predecessors.

The writers who appeared in the Amharic literary scene
in the formative period of the fifties and sixties are many but
only a few have Gurvived the test of time. Most of the works
that crowded the bookstores at this period have been termed as
the "dime novels,,33 by Solomon Deressa. These were largely
pamphlet novels with an average size of 80 pages, the shortest
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a:::little as 45 pages and the longest 100 pages. The "dime novels"
do not deal with contemporary problems and manifest poor lite-
rary execution. Their plots are a poor stringing of unrelated
i~cidents as it suits the writers; they have mostly no sense
of chronology and the characters are shallow papier-mache pro-
files. It is true that they have contributed to the growth of
Amharic literature in bulk but there ends their significance.
This does not, however, mean that all the literary works of the
period belonged exclusively to this poorly-executed and mediocre
class of li~rature. Works of real merit and great popular
acclaim appeared now and then among which can be mentioned Fi~ir
Iska Mafabir and Indawatach Karach.

Kane asserts that the publication by Solomon Deressa of
~ijinatt in 1963 marks the appearance of modern poetry in
Amharic and that Solomon is the pioneer of modern Amharic
poetry.J4 This assertion, however, seems to be not well-
founded since we find other Amharic poets whose compositions
might be considered as much modern as Solomon's, if not more
modern.

It is true that most Amharic poets have been tied down by
the fetters of traditional Geez versification but ~agaye Gabra
I~dhin, Mangistu Lamma, Abbe Gubana and a host of other writers
have composed Awharic poetry that is not very strictly traditional
either in its form or content. It is true that S9lomon's poetry
in written in free-verse, but it is very difficult to assert that
he is the first poet to write free verse in Amharic •.J5

Mangistu Lamma's Yagitim Gubae published in 1958, could
be considered as one of the first works of Amharic poetry
that is very modern. In his preface to this collection of
poems, HRngiostu states clearly that by exploiting "poetic
licence" to its full, he has introduced new techniques and
not only broken away from the traditionrl rules of formal
g~ammar but also introduced new words apd contractions of
words as it suited him.36



i'1ang!'stuhas also wr-Lt ten Yabatoch ~awata (1959) which...
is a collection of traditional stories in verse. Some of
the stories in this collection are of recent date and cannot
be conaidered true folk tales. Yabatoch ~awata is full of..
the humour which we find in plenty in Mang~stuls plays.

I!jang!istuLamma t s greatest contribution to Amharic
literature, however, is manifested in drama. A playwright
of undeniable. talent, with a firm background in traditional as
"Tell an modern eduoe t.Lon , Hangistu is among the founders
of modern formal Amharic drama. His first play Talfo Bakizse

$

was first performed in Jaunary 1963 G.e. Based on the theme
of marriage, it attempts to point out the need for the pre-
servation of certain traditional practices and their fusion
into modern mores. It iu the story of a young educated Ethio-
pian who abducts a girl in collaboration "lith his friends but
finally lacks the courage to take her to bed. He is, however,
reacued from this awkwar-d position when the girl declares that
she loves him and is willing to marry him.
BakiaDe-is an ironical criticism of educated Ethiopians who ,
fil!ed with too much theoretical knowledge, not only forget the
significance of their tradition but also lack courage.

His second play, Yalacha Gabicha, is again a treatment
of the theoe of marriage, but this time from a different
angle. First staged in 1963 and later translated into English3?
by the playwright himself with the title The lJJarriageof Unequals,
thiD play is a comedy denouncing the age-old practice of marriage
arranged on the basis of social status and privilege.

Another. writer 'who cannot be overlooked in any discussion
of mod er-n Amhar ic literature is J,bbe Gubaha.. Abbe IS contr ibu-
tion to funharic literature is to be found in almost all genres
(poet;ry, novel, drama) but the short story. lJiangi:ctuLamme
cLa Lmo that Abbe II is a hardworking writer wit>haa the distinc-
tion of having authored the first best-sellers of modern Amharic
Literature. ,,38
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Abbe is a prolific writer among whose works Alwaladim
(1955), a novel with a political message; has won him popular
acclaim. Considered as politically unorthodox and obscene,
Alw~lad~m was banned from circulation. Alwalad~m is a sort
of allegorical story of a child who, while still in his mother's
womb, refuses to be born into a world of untruth, and once born
into it inspite of his protests, suffers death while in search
of truth.

Another of his works, M~lkiam, Saifa Nabalbalt (1956)
which is again considered to be quite political, concentrates
on pointing out the need for social and economic development
and administrative reforms. Writing about this work, Kane
says, "As a literary work, the book has little value. Its
style is dry and pedantic listing the number of dams and the
like just as in the government-issued bulletins on economic

. 39progress."

Yapatris Lumumba Asazan Am~m~is Abbe's verse duama
about the down fall and subsequent execution of the Congolese
leader, Patris Lumumba. This book is not only historical but
also seems to be the product of the Pan-Africanist influence
on Amharic writers.

And Lannatu ( 1961) a historical novel on the popular
theme of Emperor Tewodros, is the biggest volume in Amharic
literature ( 588 pages). This novel is an interpretation of
Tewodros from the point of view of young and educated Ethiopians
who consider him a hero. The novel is well-researched and
contains valuable historical facts. From the literary point
of view And Lannatu is not a work of great merit, but then
most of Abbe's works are not aesthetically glittering either,
in spite of their popularity.

Birhanu Zarihun ( b. 1934 - ), formerly eidtor of the
Amharic dalilies YaItiopia Dim~ and Addis Zaman, is among.
Ethiopian writers of the young generation who have left a
lasting impression in the Amharic literary scene. Birhanu's
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first book~ Yafnba Dabdabewoc~ ( 1961) is a novel about pros-
titution. Instead of denouncing prostitution and prostitutes,
as almost all earlier Amharic writers who touohed upon this
theme had done, B!:rhanu analynes this Ifvice" from a sociological
point of view and presents the prostitute not as an image of
evil but as a victim of social circumstances.

In his other novel, D~l Kamot Bahuala B~rhanu turns
to the theme of apartheid and its evils. Writing about this
book Kane says,

Despite the fact that, for obvious reasons,
this book is not based on the author's per-
sonal experiences nor research on the spot,
the story is well-written and the plot is
reasonably credible.40

Birhanu is, indeed, a competent writer writing in clear
and direct Amharic and having a distinguished literary style
mar~ed by s implici t y , B~rhanu did not always ":stick to contem-
porary problems as his historical play Yatewodros fnba (1966)
attestz. In this play, Bi-rhanu aoknow Ledqes Tewodros as a
unifier and reformer, a tragic hero who realizes his weaknesses
only after it is too late and commits suicide rather than fall
into the hands of the British.

~aric literature reached its highest level of develop-
ment ,'liththe publicatinn in 1958 of Haddis Alamayahu '5 Fitkir fska.
~ir, a skillful portrayal of traditional Ethiopian society
and the decadent and doomed feudal system. This novel still
remains a solitary work of excellence in Amharic Literature.
Its plot and characterization and various other literary
techniq'les ar e superb that Kane has labelled it as the Ethiopian

41"Gone vlith the Windo II This novel will be discussed in greater
detail in the chapter on the Amharic novel.

Haddis AHimayahu, whCIi Ta.nfa)CGassasa has called "the
dean of the Amharic novelll42 has •.•Ls o written Tiidh Tarat
Yamasarat (1956) a collection of folk tales composed by himself.
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Believing that folk tales should and do contain good advice,43
Haddi::;has used the tales in this book as vehicles for ~moral
teaching.

A study of the development of Amharic literature reveAls
that its qualitative development can by no means be traced chro-
noloGically. It is true that no literary work has so far been
produced in Amharic that can outshine or even equal Fi~ir Isk~
11ak=-abi!:.in any aspect and the appearance of this meritorious
novel does not necessarily mean that Amharic literature there-
after improved in any way. On the contrary, we find poorly
authored works in Amharic published after this masterpiece as
much as they did before it. Yet, there have also been some
,,,"orb3of note after Fil£ir JskE: Hal;;ab!!or.

Da~ac~w Warku's Adafr~s (1962) is a novel of great•
depth and complexity, skillfully applying various literary

h
. 44tec nl.ques.

Finally, Baalu Girma's Kadmas Bashager and rahilina
D~wKI are works that have been very popular among young people.
These two novels have their strength in the literary techniques
they manipulate. Indeed, Dahach~w and Baalu can be considered
an typical representatives of the new generation of Amharic ;',~
writers who have done away with the moralizing that has always
been a conspicuous feature of most Amharic literary works,
and have attempted to manipulate modern literary techniques.

There exists a radical difference betwe en wr Iters of
the new generation and those of the old. Earlier Amharic ':r

writers considered themselves as apostles of modernization
starting with Hiruy and his Addis Al~m. They tried to promote
"changell and were very normative. They also felt called upon
to promote the moral development of their society and never
refrained from preaching in their works. They neglected
the real experience of the people and the complexties of real
life. But there has been a gradual shift from this kind of
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writing to a more realistic and analytical one. Modern wri-
ters are no more normative but analytical, attempting to grasp
the complexities inherent in the changing Ethiopian society.

The difference is not merely one of subject and intent.
There is also a radical difference in their style of writing.
The modern writers have broken away from time-honoured lite-
rary techniques particularly in poetry - the one genre that has
its roots in the indegenous Ethiopian literary tradition - and

h4~ attempted to be innovative.

Until very recently, Amharic creative writing has mostly
been didactic, always having »o~.kind of mission, and mostly
the religious and moral mission of guiding the people away from
evil. Amharic literary works have also been used to instill
patriotism in the people, both during and after the Italian in-
vasion, by extolling the nation's great past and the need for
the preservation of nat~onal sovereignty and territorial integrity.
This tendency of Amharic writers to teach has always been and
still remains, to a large extent, to be an inherent character-
stic of Amharic literature-.

There have been many obstacles that have hindered the de-
velopment of Amharic creative writing. By far, the greatest
obstacle to this development has been censorship, which has
stifled creative writing in the country to an unprecedented
degree~

The other obstacle to the development of creative writ-
ing in general in Ethiopia has been the high cost of printing.
It has been practically impossible for writers of lesser income
to get their works printed. There have not been publishing houses
in the country which could have taken the heavy burden of print-
ing from the shoulders of writers with very little or no finan-
cial means.

Still more, the level of literacy in the country has in
itself been an obstacle to the development of literary writing.
In a country where more than 90 % of the people are lilliterate,
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the potential audience to literary works becomes insignificant.
This, added to the high cost of printing, has made writing an
unpaying job and hence discouraged many potential writers.

Although these prOblems have not yet been solved, a
bright future seems to have opened for the development of
creative writing in Ethiopia with the eruption of the popular
Ethiopian Revolution. Recently a significant amount of creative
writing has been done in Amharic. The output in poetry and drama,
however, greatly outbalances the output in the novel and short
stories. Whereas the novel had gone to a dead slumber unt~l
recently some very good short stories have appeared since 1966.

TodaX, many Ethiopian writers have realized the class
nature of literature and adopted the view that literature,
along with other forms of art, should be used as a means to
enhance the consciousness of the people and hence not only re-
flect reality but also point out the right road to social and
political change and development. Thus, the attempt of literary
artists since February,1966has been geared towards the goal
of arming the people with the knowledge necessary to build a new
and Socialist Ethiopia.

Consequently there has been a marked shift in the themes
treated in Amharic creative literature. The most conspicuous
themes treated in the literature of the Revolution are equality,
justice, freedom, the class struggl~, the problems inherent in
the arduous struggles to build a socialist nation, the need to
protect national sovereignty and territiorial integraty, the dignity
of labour, proletarian interantionalism and ohters of similar
significance to a nation in transition.

Today, lterature has changed its camp, as it ought to,
and glorifies th~ ~eople. Marxist writers have always pointed
out the revolutionary role of literature as a means for the cul-
tural development of the oppressed working class and peasantry.
Thus literature in Ethiopia is being used to point out the need
for change and to fight for justice, equality, freedom and the



abolition of the exploitation of man by man. In short, litera-
ture today has begun to contribute its part to the building
of a .ne'lf Ethiopia.

The amount of poetry produced and published within the
pact five years may be equal, if not more, in bulk to all that
produced and published in earlier years. The daily newap aper-

Addio Zaman, has published at least a couple of poems every
wee~ and sometimes even every day.

The output in drama in the last five years is also quite
significant. A number of plays dealing with contemporary pro-
blemsof the post-revolution period have been staged in the
theatres of Addis and even in the Sou~hern and Northern war
frontc and the remotest regionB of the cou~try by mobile thea-
trical groups. Although the mobile theatre "as not unknown ..
before the revolution, it was never so frequent and far-reach-
ing. The setting up of these mobile theatrical groups is born
out of the Marxist view of literatrure as belonging to the people
and cerving for the betterment and development of the conscious-
ne8C of the people.

Among the post-revolution plays dealing \lith the contem-
porary social, political and economic problems of Revolutionary
Ethiopia, Sagaye Gabra Hadhin's trio Ha-Hu Basi.d~st vlar:., Abu_~ida
~ay~~ and Mal~kta depict the eruption of the popular revolution,
the prOblems it had to face as a result of the counter revolu-
tionary activities of internal reactionaries and the agression
of the 30mali expansionist ruling cliques along with the contra-
dictions that arose among the forces ~f the revolution aD a re-
suIt of the infil tl'-ationof courrt.e'r-e-r-evo Lu'tLonery elements into
the ranks of the revolutionary forces. The plays are indeed
highly documentary and valuable sources for a study of the courses
of the Ethiopian revolution. Their documentary nature should
not, however, be taken to undermine the ir art ist ic value for,"',"
they are works of art as much as they are documents of the re-
volution.
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Other plays of similar intent and significance, if not of

skillful workmanship, have appeared in the course of the last
five years, among which could be mentioned Ayalnah 'Mulatu's
Y~fit fdif and Yaga)arwa Fana, Dana~ew Assaye's Ba*ay Kabba
Siwir Dabba, Tasfaye Ababa's Tagay Sifalam, Abbe Gub~na's
Polatikana Polatika~och. Most of these plays, however, have not
been published, thus rendering their detailed discussion here
impossible.

The literary output in the form of novels, as mentioned
earlier, has been quite insignificant over the last five years.
This can be ascribed to a number of reasonso In the first place,
the scope of the novel is very wide; its large canvas demands a
th~rough knowledge of the society on the part of the writer.
Moreover, the post-revolutionary period has been a period of
tremendous upheaval and unprecedented ·changes in the political,
economic and cultural life of the society, requiring time for
the writers to grasp the situation, assess it carefully and
write ~bout it~ Particularly in the days of its infancy, the
Ethiopian Revolution was very confusing and its course unpre-
dictable.

Three Amharic novels~J have recently been published for
the first time since the Revolution, and have aroused a great
deal of popular as well as scholarly interesta The first of
these is Y~ay Kokab Tirri by Baalu Girma, the author of Kadmas
B~shagar and Yahilina Dawal. This new book depicts the reign
of the "Red Terror " - the decisive blow struck against internal
counter-revolutionary elements by the true sons of the revolu-
tion.

The second of these pioneer novels of the.r8~oulation is
written by Birhanu Zarihun, the author of Yatewodros inba,
Yabadal Fiiame, and Yafnba Dabdabewoch. His new novel Ma'ibal:
Yabiyot \'Iazemais the story of the tragic Wallo famine. Written
in simple and clear Amharic, this novel portrays the suffering of
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Wallo peasants in the grip of famine while the members of the
ruling classes were wallowing in plenty. The contrast between
the famine - ridden peasants of Wgllo and the plump and pampered
landlords and aristocrats, the agony of hunger of the W~llo pea-
sants and the unfeeling laughter of their masters is painfully
drawn in this novel.

Ya*ay Kokab Tirri and Ma'ibal are indeed monotonous because
they are boring replays of the events we have been witnessing
since the eruption of the revolution. The last of the three
pioneer novels La~ay Ababa by Taddgla Gabre Hiywat, however, is
more a textbook of Marxist political economy than a nO'1JeJ.,in
the strict sense of the term, although the author has attempted
to veil it with a thin veneer of fiction. Its style is rather
dull and its characters shallow papier-mache figures who spit out
words put into their mouth by their creator. The characters are
never themselves and hence v~ry unreal. It is true and necessary
that revolutionary literature should be used as a means to
raise the consciousness of the people but it is by no means
a text-book propounding Marxist thought. It seems that La*ay
Ababa is meant to be a text-book of Marxist thought in the form
of a novel.

The Amharic novel has once again raised its head after
five years of hibernation. Its content has indeed changed for
the better; it has become more realistic and revolutionary but
the form still suffers.



CHAPTER II

THE AMHARIC NOVEL

The novel as a genre manifested itself in the Ethiopian
literary scene with the publication of L~bb Wallad Tarik around
190v. Since then a considerable number of novels have been
written in Amharic, but the genre cannot be said to have been
much perfected. Indeed, Amharic novels of considerable merit
have appeared from time to time. The intent and content of the
Amharic novel vary much through the decades depending partly
on the levels _f social development of the Ethiopian society
and partly on the social awareness of the individual writers.
The Amharic novel which started with a heavy religious and'
moralistic tinga has now matured to a remarkable degree and
dealn with contemporary social and political problems. This
chapter is an attempt to examine from various angles a few of
the epoch-making Amharic novels.

Afawor~ -Gabrayasus Js Libb lvalHld Tarik is discussed here
for being the very first Amharic novel. Haddis Alamayahu's
~i*ir iska Ma~ab~r is, so far, the best Amharic novel in all
aspects. Danachaw warku's Adafris is a novel of great per-.
fection in the use of literary techniques. And finally
Birhanu Z~rihun's Ma'ibal and Baalu G~rma's ra~ay Kokab I~rri
are t~.,onovels that mark the new trend of development in the
Anmaric novel-namely profundity of political content and a
budding d.,ocialist realism in the Amharic novel.

.. ..L!BB l'IALLADTARIK

The plot in Libb Wall~d Tarik is based upon the story
of the separation of the members of a family and their re-
union after some trials and tribulations. In a war between
Christians and pagans, a christian general is made prisoner,
but soon freed when an anonymous merchant pays his ransom.
Upon the general's return home, his son, Wahid, sets out
in search of his father's benefactor to give him his grati-
tUde, and is taken prisoner and sold into slavery. Upon this,
the gener~l decides to go in search of his son and agrees
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that his daughter, Tobia, follow him disguised as a boy. Both
fath.er and daughter are taken prisoners by another pagan king.
This king, however, treats them very kindly and makes Tobia
his personal servant. A lady of the court and a relative to
the king falls in love with Tobia, taking her for a lad.
Pricked by jealousy at the king's partiality towards !obia
the king1s servants plot to get her thrown out of the court.
They accuse her of entering the tent of the iking1s relative
who was alone and attempting to seduce her. Tobia's father.
waD then forced to reveal his daughter's femininity to the
king in secret. The king finally asks for !obia's hand in
marriage, however, she refuses to marry a pagan. Being fe-
verishly in .love with her, the king helps Tobia and her
father to find Wah~d. Finally, he marries her after haveng
embraced Christianity and ordered his people to follow suit.

The intent of this almost victorian story in Libb Walld
Tarll~ is summarized by Afawar~ in three sentences,

rr" .Q. ~ J Po rI n1l lJ.(). Ii· ~ •• n 1 Q. n n l' rI n1l lJ.(r

1\10 ~:: fllQ. l-VV ,/\ 71.1' ~1iJ '1uo :: 1

The novel reflects the fatalist attitude towards life
which is common to the traditional Ethiopian thinking. How-
ever, for an audience which accepted that everything is in
the hands of God, the incidents in L~bb Wallad Tarik are,
indeed, quite plausible. The central theme of the novel and
its primary purpose seem to remind the reader of the supermacy
of the Christian religion and the true massage of the Gospel
as the speech of Tobia1s father, in his rage at being ridi-
culed by one of the king's followers, illustrates:
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Apart from its devotional content, this quotation in
an eccamp Le of Afawork's habit of repeating the same idea by•
using different words. Although Af~work introduced a new•
genee in Amharic literature, he also carried over the morali-
zing intent of traditional Geez literature into it. Thus,
Libb t~ll;d Tarik, . seems to have been written to point out
that righteousness is ultimately rewarded and that the true
faith triumphs.

The only characters in Libb Wallad Tarik that we know
by name are !obia and Wah~d. robia is described as supernally
beautiful.

q!?, 1-'t1 tI ri 1'~ WlC tI"', ft. (JD ri ft. fl'1' n. J /l h11
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tI fj: 101 cP 1''1' Jt\ h 1.{ z: aD.{ 1-'\t ?Q'(JD t.. ~O!j
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The description of women and their beauty in Amharic
writings is usually superfluous. Afaw~r~'s description of

a
Tobia's beauty is typical example of this.

The beauty of Libb Vall~d Tarik lies in its style. The
language is ylg-orously attractive and the descriptions are
very vivid. The effective use of figurative language, par-
ticularly of similies and metaphors as quoted above leave an
unforgettable impression upon the readero

The humpur in Libb Wallad Tarik is artistically inter-
woven in the story. The description of the dwarf among the
pagan king's entourage helps to elaborate this point:

!' l'17 Q. .Q.l h t 'iV'D io l'1~ 7 ~(l). r') it> J r'1

taD 11 ~ P. C'(IJ. 114. J r'1 tl? e (, ." l'11ffi. r'1n 7
it>4. t ? iaD f h tc. h f+ 'P~ tm-1 l'1 ,." 0fJ ?0tJ..
CDJ (!). taD ~ taD 1rro m- lTDr'1 WD- J c. fill 'P l'1{l C'
1 WJ.1 £ h ttl ~nC :: 4

This hyperbolic description is full of vi~id imagery,
goadingly humourous. The description of the king's satirist
is again prickingly humourous, apart from being bea.tifully
composed.

r. t71(]. ttn. nn t 1 io tffi,Q <fC [l HI} n 1~
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Instances of such attractive descriptions are plentifAl
in Libb Wallad TarikLadorning it with a beauty that is rare
in later Amharic novels.

F IIHR 1SKA HAKAB ffi• . «

Fi~ir ~ska Ma*abir, published in 1958, is a great novel
and the first and only work of its kind in Amharic. On the
surface, it is a story of two lovers, Bazabi-h and sabtawangel,
whose ~ve is obstructed by the backward feudal tradition into
which they are born. Bazabih is an only child consecrated to
God by his parents due to his .continuous illness in infancy.
Sablawangel is the daughter of the outspoken feudal lord,
Fita.••rrari Hashasha. In his search for education Bazabih
goeD to Dima, where there is a famous traditional school of
kine. It is here that Fitaw1':arii1ashasha meets the youth.
Attracted by his beautiful voice whi~e he is singing at
church, the Fitawrari invites Bazabih to a banquet and finally
requests him to stay with him and teach his dauthter, Sabla-
wnagel.

Sablawangel is twenty-four, unmarried not because she
La clca sui tors, but because her parents demand the "purity
of blood and bone" in anyone who wants to marry their daughter,
a descendant of emperors and kings. Sablawangel is a very
nad girl who envies her married friends. In the course of
their relationship as student and teacher, Sablaw~ngel and
B~zabih grow to love each other. Upon learning of this,
Fitavrari !'1ashasha,who had already promised to give S~bla-
wnagel in marriage to a lord, becomes enraged and puts her in
con f Lnemerrt , Bazabih runs away to Addis Ab'aba, soon to be
followed by Siblawangel just on the eve of her wedding. Fitaw-
rari I-Ulshashamounts his horse to go in pursuit· of the unfai th-
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ful daughter and dies on the way from a fall. Her mother, too,
dieB at the stairs of the church.

Disguised as a monk, SiblKw~ngel continues her search
for Bazabih and finally finds himo But it was too late for
B~zabih was in his last death throes from the fatal beating
that he had received from bandits. He dies and she becomes
a nun.

Fi~ir ISka M~~ab4r does not have only one plot and one
story. Intertwined with and underlying ~this tragiQ love
story is to be found the more prominent story of the conflict
behTeen F'Lt awr-ar-L i'4ashashaand his tenants. Like all Ethiopian
feudal lords, the Fitawrari demands his tenants to give him a
large part of their agricultural produce and to provide him
with butter, honey, sheep and goats on special holidays. tfuen
they fail to provide these one Easter, he goes on a campaign
to punish them, in spite of the advice of his friends against
it. He is taken prisoner by his tenants and taken to court,
wh er-e the judgement falls in favour of the tenants 0

It is here that Haddis Alamayahu depicts traditional
Ethio)ian society with the deft hand of the artist. It is
this inherent conflict between land-lords and tenants which
tended to disrupt Ethiopian society and had remained a cri-
tical issue until recently. Haddis understood his society
and the conflicts within it very \'I"ell.His view of traditional
Ethiopian society has been very well summarized in Fikir ~ska.
M"k- b' 6__~~a~r. In the words of Gudu Kassa:

~G!) ~ nt T ') n 'F?Jl ~ tn t ntilt t ()QQ.Q. IT)"}

ih"} n ') Q V co .t 1: II t t o1 ~ n [ rje LJ') ?,) e CDt
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Here, Haddis Alamayghu does not only give us a symbolic
rendering of the feudal system as it really is but also
poi~to out the inevitability of its downfall, a prophecy
that has come to pass.

Apart from these two elements of the story, the love
affair between Bazabih and SKblaw~ngel and the conflict
between Fitawrari Mash~sha and his tenants, Fi~ir iska M"altabir
also raises a number of other issues of social validity. It
touches upon social evils such as superstition, ignorance
and corruption among the members of the ruling class.
Many "lriters before Hadd is had, indeed, attempted to portray
the evils in the Ethiopian Society, but never so articulately
and so artistically as he did.

In spite of its volume (552 pages), Fi~ir fska Ma~abir
is very raadable. This readability again emanates from the
writer's style and effective manipulation of literary techni-
quec. The descriptions in F~~~r Iska Ma~abir are vivid and
relevant, the characters almost real. His thorough knowledge
of traditional Ethiopian society has enabled Haddis to delve
deep into the Ethiopian mentality and emerge with characters
that are true to nature and to their social classes.



Fitawrari Mashasha is a true feudal aristocrat whe,
proud of his noble ancestry, upholds the feudal doctrine
of the "purity of blood and bone" and consideres his "infe-
riorc r as dust. Being the product of the feudal system he
upholds, he wants to carryover the past into the present.
He attempts to live like his ancestors: ruling and commanding,
whipping and imprisoning. He wants everything to remain as
it wac and resists all forms of change. He is a representative
of the rUling feudal aristocracy and a staunch supporter of
the decadent system rooted in suppress ion and exp Lof +a t Lon ,

Fitawrari Hashasha is an anachronism. He lives in the
pact. This -is exactly what Gudu Kassa points out when he
says:
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Fitawrari ashasha, obssessed by his pride of ancestry
and the supremacy of his class attempts to stifle the youth
out of Sabliw~ngel. He wants her to accept the norms of
his obsolete world and live in it. Because of these imposi-
tiona, Sablawangel cannot do wha t her friends do. Realizing
that she is the slave of her father's unjustifiable wishes
in spite of her being born a lady, Sablaw~ngel is possessed
by a Dounting depression. Comparing herself with Habti-sh,
she feels that she is the greater slave of the two. Habt~sh
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could sing and laugh and even flirt with Gabre uninhibitedly.
She i::; free to do and act as she liked. S~bl~wangel, on the
othe~ hand, fettered by the superficial norms of the nobility,
is forced to say in a moment of envious depression:

.,...•~.;.
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Finally, her love for Bazab~h, gives SRblawangel the
courage to defy her father and thus the class he represents
and the system he devoutly upholds. \fuen the Fi tawrari
as1:::;her about her relationship with Bazabih, she tells him
the truth and, to his discomfiture, she refuses to marry the
man he has chosen for her.

h ~ Go :e;n C' e m l1t
NifJ t\ 6.. t'I 1 J). n ffi. to 19'1

1[j:1lC;- ;VJ~ ~{](.m. 11Jft.
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For Fitawrari M'shHsha this was a great offence not only
against himself but also against his noble ancestors.
He attributes this defiance to the effect of the "medicinel!
Ba3ab¥.l.has used upon her, The "medLcLne!", howev'er , was
her love for Bazabih and Gudu Kassa's influence which is
appare~t in the tAoughts and actionG of both Bazabih and

Gudu Kassa understands the evils of the social system
very clearly, and bitterly hates it. He does not only speak\
hie ~ind about it but also challenges it in the open. Thus
Fitavrrari Mash~bha and his retinue consider him mad. ~Cassa's
observations about his society are full ~f wisdom, but they
are alwa~ considered as the ravings of a lunatic_. Natural
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and bereft of pretensions, Gudu Kassa first defies the
hypocricy of his class by marrying a slave and he is
ostracized. Hating the hypocricy and ignorance of those
around him~ Kasza evolved his own principles and followed
them fearlessly. Kassa's "madnessit, however, tnr;ns out
to be contagious for Snblawangel also contracts it. Gudu
Kaesa is finally shut out of Fitawrari's house as an evil
influence, but not before the Fitawrari grudgingly admits
Gudu Kassa's sanity:

Ilf) Q. III ~ eJl () ~Ol!.t;' 1i 'D- GO C}/ ~ffi. :: Q Ut;'
r'l~ellt\ IlI-'LJ1J.j1 ~Q.CTIJffi.1 ~().
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The story of Bazabih, S~blawangel and G~du Kassa is
a rellection of the destructive impact of blind conservatism
on farsighted individuals who choose to be different. The
three are rebels who turn against the norms of the back-
ward society that they are born into and suffer the catas-
tro~hic consequences of their daring actions. Involved
actively in a harsh conflict of generations, they lead a
bitter life and come to a bitter end. They are represen-
tatives of the ne\'I'generation "'!-'O defy the past and t:-.

sacrifice themselves for the new.

Fitawrari Hash~sha and his retinue are representative::;
of the old generation, who cling to the past and fight
staunchly against the new. They fail to understand the
inevitability of change. Fitawrari's campaign to punish'
his tena~t.s an,?his subsequent failure is a symbolic render-
ing of the ultimate and inevitable downfall of the old society
and the victory of the new. It symbolizes the victory of
the oppressed and exploited and the tragic fall of the feudal
az-Lst.o cr-ac y ••
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Fif~r !ska Ma~ab.r, indeed, is a work of remarkable
artistic merit. Its harmony of setting and characters and
its artistic manipulation of literary techniques; apart from
its social significance, will always secure a special place
for it in the world of Amharic literature.

Amongthe. Amharic novels written so far, Da~achaw
\vorl~u's Adafr.i-sstands out most conspicuously for its
originality of style and its unparalleled excellence in
the manipulation of literary techniques. The story in
Adafr~s does not in itself hold fast our imagination or
create SUSpense in us. There is little action in the whole book.

Ad~fr&s, the title hero, is a twenty-four years old
university student doing his one-year National Service
assignment, teaching Amharic and English in DHbra Sina.
City-born and city-bred, Adafr~s has very little know-
ledge of country customse Before starting his National
Service he goes to Armania, a little village where before
long, we find him involved in a love triangle. He loves
Roman and ~ione loves him~ ~ione is the daughter of the
feudal aristocrat widow, Woizaro Asagash, and Roman is the
daughter of Wordofa, a tenanat farmer and head serant to
WoizHro Asagash. \Yhen Wordofa and his followers find
Ad~fr~s talking to Roman by the stream where she had
gone to draw water, they beat him mercilessly on the
pretext that he was going to rape the girl. Adafris
goes away to Dabra Sina where Roman follows him just
before her marringea Although Adafri-s had given her
no impression that he loved her, ~ione also runs away
to Dabra Sina in search of him, again just before
her marriage. Waizaro Asagash is infuriated by Adafr~s,
thinking that he had eloped with her daughter. She takes
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Adairis to court. Sione denies his involvement in her running
away A This love triangle is finally broken and the "onflict
resolved when Ad~fr~s, hit by a stone during a student demons-
tration, suddenly dies and Sione treads her way to the nunnery ••

The story in AdKfris neither thrills nor arouses exalted
feelings in us. The highest quality of the novel lies . ..•.a n 1"S

style. Da~achKw's diction is always appropriate. He chooses
his vro rds carefully. vloizaro h.sagash and the peasant, Roman
and Gorfu speak a language that is typical of the country.
Kibrat, Ato Woldu and Adafr!'s are different. ICibdit, and
Ato ~loldu are beer:.-to's who t.hr-ow in some French wo rds here
and there in their speech. Ad~fr~s, being city-bre~ again uses
a different level of speech.

The language in the dialogues between the various chara-
cters is a psychological revelation of their personalities.
Woi~Hro Asagash is a typical feudal aristocrat who believes
that she has God-given rights to rule over her tenants.
SaG is proud and vengeful. She tells a tenant farmer who has "
come to her to beg for a loan of grain seeds:
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Woiz~ro Asagash hates to appear inferior in the eyes of
anyone or to be considered GO in any way. She invites Ato
!~sso, the judge, to her house and before his arrival warns
her daughter, ·~ione:
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The characters in Adafr~s are creations of their social
circlese Moulded by their environment, they think, act and
spe ax accordingly. Woi3aro A3b.gnsh's speeches are usually
internpersed with proverbs, which are considered to be a
sign of vrisdom by country people. When the tenant begs for
a loan of grain seeds, she does not refuse him, but before
ever:~hing she attempts to subdue him and put him in his
proper place. -She blames him for his undes€H':v'edpride,
preacnes obedience and submission to God and to herself.
To do this she hurls at him a torrent of proverbs and wise
sayings so that her words will have greater weight and her
",Lc;dom subdue him.
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h city-boy educated upto university level, Ad~fr.s is
an intellectual full of book-learning that tends to divorce
him f~oc reality. His language, derived mostly from books,
is abotract and difficult to grasp not only for the peasants
but also for 3~lay, another educated young man. vllioll,absorbed
in hiG own feelings and blinded by the conviction and the words
that gush out of him, Ad~fr~3 speaks to the peasants assembled
in court. They understand none of his high-flown and abstract
oration or his new-fangled thoughts.
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Ada"~~~~ and th t I~-%- e peasan s are wor ds apart; they go on mis-
underotanding each other, separated by the barrier of their
dif£ering backgroundo and hence their modes of thoughto
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Amharic has a considerable number of onomatopoetic
words but the ones used in ~dafris are quite original
and indicate the author's conscious creative effort in
his diction. Instead of telling us in his own words about
the sounds created by the cockroaches, housflies, frogs
and bees, he makes us listen to them.
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Adafr~s is also full of beautifully constructed des-
criptive passages which creat. vivid images in the reader's
mind. The technique of description is so skillfully manipu-
lated in Adafris that it makes the reader literally see
the object of description. Ada.fr~s sitting by the pond and
throwing pebbles into it is described thus:
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Or let us look at the powerful description of the heat in Robi,
which makes us almost feel it, experiencing it vicariously
while reading the passage:
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It is observed by many that the Amharic in Adafris is
difficult to understand even for people with a considerable
knol"ledge of the language.. This is indeed true j but it
should not be taken as a flaw in the writer or a shadow of
demerit on the work. The language in Adafris is determined
by its setting - the region ar-ound Dabrti Sine. , in Sh'liwa.
The Amharic used in the novel is a distinctive dialect of the
region and therefore appropriate. The characters, shaped
by their environment, reflect its impact upon them in their
use of language as much as they do in their thoughts and
actions. If they did not, they would not be true to nature
and to their social circles, and therefore they would not be
convincing.

It is to be observed that most Amharic novels ( includinm
Fi~ir Iska Ma~ab.r) start with a narration of the marriage
of the hero's parents and his birth or have somewhat similar
beginnings. Evonts and incidents are chronological, dragging
slowly and lacking suspense. In Adafr.s, however, the use
of flashbacks has rendered this kind of narration unnecessary.
Relevant details from the past which have a direct bearing on
the story are drawn into it in the form of flashbacks. The
novel has an abrupt beginning and we are taken back to the
past whenever necessary. This is how we are told briefly
of the early life of Woizaro Akalat, Adafr.s's mother:
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This flashback does not only introduce us to the early
life of the' lady but also to her far-from-conventional mode
of thought. It is a brief but pertinent introduction to
a new acquaintance"

The element of stream of consciousness, lacking in most
Amharic creative works, is used conspicuously and skillfully
in AdSfris to reveal the inner personalities, desires and
ambitions of characters. We know Ad~fris not only through
his words 'and actions but also through his internal and sec-
ret thoughts. Attracted by Roman's natural beauty and sim-
plicity, he walks to the stream to see her and taUt to her if
possible. While waiting for her to come back and draw water
from th~ stream, he contemplates how she would react if he
touched her, took hold of he~ embraced her •••
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This internal monologue is a revelation of the real
Adafr~s and his most intimate desires. He considers the
simplest physical contacts with Roman very seriously, very
feelingly. He intellectualizes everything. When he asks
her if he could touch her breasts, after she returned to the
stream, Roman is simplicity itself. She innocently un-
covers her breasts and beckons him to touch them.
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Adafr is .is"indeed a remarkable wo r-k of art in which
are concenterated various liter~ry techniques; in fact,
so manr of them that the conscious reader wonders at the
skill of its creator. Da~achaw knows his art form and
knowing it, strives to perfec~ it carefully. This cannot
be said of most Amharic writers. The originality of his

..at Ie is the result of a conscious and presumably hard
intellectual and imaginative labour.



NOVELS OF THE NEW ETHIOPIA

At present the Amharic novel has achieved a higher
level of development particularly in its political content.
Earlier Amharic novels touched upon social and political
problems only tangentially~ Even Fi~ir Iska Ma~bir, which
is considered to be a novel of great social and political
significance does not hit the core of the problem in Ethiopian
society explicitly~ This state of affaris was the direct
result of the socio-economic and political conditions that
prevailed in the country. Criticism of the government in
any ''laywas considered high treason and thus absolutely
forbidden. All forms of literary'creat±vity were stifled by
censorship unless they pandered to the tastes of the ruling
class. This should not, however, be taken literally to
signify a complete abolition of the problem of censorship
today_ We still have problems in censorship not because of
government policy to that effect but, because of the limi-
tations of the people who do the actual censoring.

Today, the peoples of Ethiopia are engaged in a deter-
mined struggle to build a new Ethiopia, firmly established upon
the principles of justice, equality and freedom from oppression
and exp LoLt.a'tLon , Literature has become an instrument t-o enhance
the political consciousness of the people, and effective weapon
in the class struggle. In this section, we will attempt to
discuss two novels of great political significance that were
published recently by the Ethiopia Book Centre.

MA' %BAL: YABfOYOT WAZBMA.
The background for Birhanu Zarihun's Ma'ibal: Yabiyot

Wazema is the period just prior to the eruption of the
popular Ethiopian Revolution of February, 1974. The novel
is primarily an exposition of the great imbalance in the
life style of the aristocracy and members of the ruling
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class, on the one hand, and the masses of the oppressed
peoples of Ethiopia on the other. It is a gloomy paint-
ing of the social and political ulcers that were eating
into the Ethiopian society. In the Ethiopia of those days
famine had swept over the whole country but its effects were
conspicuously felt in Wallo, where hundreds of the peasants
were dying of starvation every day. While the toiling
masses of the Wallo peasantry, deprived of even the bare
necessiti_s o·f life, were turned into mere scavengers, made
so by hunger and starvation, the aristocrats were wallowing
in wealth and exhuberant pleasure.

It was a period of turmoil that witnessed unprece-
dented brutality and fiendishness on the part of the
ruling class to keep the oppressed masses in subjugation.
The shooting of the ~allo peasants at Z4gba Meda 22 and
the beating and imprisonment of students demonstrating in
the streets of Addis Ababa are manifestations of the final
and desparate struggles for survival by the rUling class.

Ma'ibal is a documentary novel. It is subtitled ;6 h
and in its preface, the author states that

it is a historical novel based on actual events and admits
that he has included some reports and explanations because
of the difficulty in presenting some of these events artis-
tically. Although the excerpts from the reports of various
committees that we find at the beginning of each chapter
are included to highlight certain historical events, they
have undeniablY. thrown shadows on the artistic value of
the work in general.

The greatest quality of Ma'ibal is its partisanship.
It is written from the point of view of the oppressed and
stands on their side in their struggle against oppression
and exploitation. It is the cry of the Wallo peasantry,
and all suffering peoples, by implication, for bread, for
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justice and for equality. This is what gives Ma'tb~l a
special place of honour in Amharic literature.

Birhenu admits that he has no formal training in the
art of writing.2~ But through sheer hard work, born out
of his love for literature, he has proved himself a writer
of remarkable talent and capabilitye Apart from its docu-
mentary nature, the novel, as a whole, is well-constructed,
the characters are well-portrayed and the dialogue form
is well-manipulated. Btrhanu has also.retained the simpli-
city of language manifested in his earlier works.

The gloom of the Wallo famine permeats all the pages of
It is a vast picture of suffering-suffering from

hunger, suffering from merciless oppressions, suffering from
bullets and tear gas, suffering from imprisonment and in-
security. The story in Ma'ibal stops at the decisive point
of the -eruption of the Ethiopian Revolution, giving us only a brief
glimpse of the turmoil in which the oppressed masses of the
Ethiopian'people declare a fierce war of retaliation against
their brutal masters. The sequel to this novel Ma'ibal 2:
Yabiot Mabacha which will deal with the eruption and further
progress of the Revolution as its setting is expected to be
published soon.

.. .. ..YAKAY KOKAB TfRRI.' .

Whereas B.rhanu's Ma'ibgl has the period just prior
to the eruption of the Ethiopian Revolution as its setting,
Baalu Girma's Ya~ay Kokab lirri is a novel of the revolution
itself. So far, it is the only Amharic novel written with
the Ethiopian Revolution as its setting. Based upon the
fierce struggle waged by the masses of the Ethiopian people
against their class enemies - the feudal aristocracy and its
sympathizers - Y~ay Kokab T~rri depicts the period of the
"Red Terror " during which, the people struck the decisive
blow against internal reactionary elements. It reflects the
intricate and bitter nature of the class struggle,



Like fila'ibal, Y~ii:>:. Koidlblirri is partisan. Apart from
itz revolutionary content, it is a well-executed novel. The
characters are portrayed realistically except for Hirut and
fma'ilaf as we shall see later. The plot is skillfully cons-
tructed and various other literary techniques like dialogues
ar.d description8 are remar~ably manipulated.

Dr.rj,beis the pivot around vrh i ch the story is set in
motio~. As chairman of the Revolutionar~Guard in his I&b;le,
Darioe is torn between his loyality to his former master and
mistress and his love for their daughter, Hirut, on the .ne
hand, and his duty as a revolutionary on the other. He vacil-
lateD but only for a short spell. His former master and mistress
had unwittingly made him share their secret. He had helped
t.han bury their rifle and he knew it was un Lawf'u L, He loves
Hirut passionately and he knows that she is a member of the
reactionary underground group EPRP. After a raking intenral
struggle with himself, he finally resolves to answer the
i1call of the i.~edStarn.

Par~bels sacrifice of everything he cherished for th~
sake of the revolution is a symbolization of the victory
of the revolution itself and his sufferi~g an illustration
of the bitter sacrifices demanded by the revolution and wh Lch

genui::1e revolutionaries paid for in blood and life.
Kok~b Tirri indicates that the struggle on the part of-- -.-~."""'-----
reactionarie~, to toil the Ethiopian Revoiution was carried
out in variouG forms. They waged open and underground armed
struggle and killed revolutionaries in the streets. They
npread fa~se and malicious rumours against the revolution.
Ya~c~Koka? ~~rri touches upon all these ap.d similar problems
of the Revolution, and portrays the class struggle in all it~
ao pe c t s , It indicates that the class struggle is a boundless
battle permeating all spheres of life. It is not fought only
in battle fields and political forums but also in streets,
homes, offices and bars.
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Ya!fay Kokab '.\i-rriprobes so suggestively into some of
the radical parado~es of a society undergoing a radical change
in all spheres of life. PerhapD the most significant feature
of the novel is its harmonious wedding of form and contentG
Apart from its political significance, Yafay Kokab t~rri is
a literary work of real merit, a masterpiece in its own righ~.
The appropriateness of the language, the vivid descriptions
and moot of all the realness of the characters~ are qualities
that deserve to be applauded.

Among the characters in Ya~ay Kokab Tirri1 Hirut and
Ima'ilaf seem to be unreal and unconvincing. Hirut, like
the heroines in Baalu's earlier novels, is too lusty and
passionate for an Ethiopian girl. She is too dominating
and vengeful, a sadist out to torture men and des tory them.

im'ailaf also defies our conventional conception of the
artist. He is an aDcetic living in the jungle of society.
He iD shown to lead a simple life, but his simplicity is
reflected in the shabbiness of his clothes and the bare-
neDD of his room which is strewn with books and papers. He
is nhown standing at a bar, chewing I!~hat" and sipping his
hot tea while his play is being shown in the theatre; he is
anideA1lst who hates marriage and preaches free-love. He
is neither a typical Ethiopian nor a typical writer, and
therefore not convincing.



CHAPTER III
AI'1HARIC DRAMA

Albert X Gerard, Stephen lJright and other scholars con-
tended that drama is a genre completely lacking in roots in
the native Ethiopian tradition. and believe that the original
innpiration for the young Ethiopian drama came from foreign
and particularly western sources. Drama, in its modern and
highly developed form, of course, could not have existed in
traditional culture. However, for those acquainted with the
Ethiopian traditional marriage and hunting songs and dances,
the traditional funeral dirgez and work songs, the patriotic
"shilalail and "~arartoll or even the songs and dances of the
cle:;.~gyof the Et.1iopian Orthodox church with their colourful
costumes, it is impossible to conclude that drama had complet-
ly no root in the indegenous Ethiopian tradition.

Serious and modern Amharic drama is ~till in its infan-
cy·. It is no more than seventy years old. The first Amharic
play ~abula (Yansashoch Komedi) by Bajrond Takl~ Hawariat was
staged at the beginning of this century. Its political con-
tent and scathing satire, hO'lever, put an end to all theatri-
cal performances until 1930. Then plays resumed to be pro-
duced and staged on a larger scale with the introduction of
modern education into the country and the opening of ~inilik
II and Tafari l'iJakonninschools.

The major sign that points to the fact that the art
of drama is developing in any country is the preparation
of a cpecial place of performance. The Greek amphitheatres
for theatrical performances that were built about 2000 years
ago and the Roman stadiums for gladiatorial shows are instan-
ceo of this. Similarly it was the founding of the Hagar
Fi~ir Theatre in 1927 that laid the foundation for modern
theatre in Ethiopia.

The Hagar Fi~;ir Theatre waD initially meant to:t>e a
place where patriotic feeling was fostered, unity glorified
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and loyality to the king emphasized. It was a forum for the
e~change of ideas. Later, traditional music and d~nces w~re
introduced as parts of its activities. These activities were,
however, immediately disrupted by the Italian invansion.

After the fascist Italian invansion, the Hagar Fi~ir
Theatre was set up again as an institution for the pr~ser-
vation of culture and as a house of music and plaYD. This
theatre alone was not sUfficient to run the theatrical acti-
vitien of the country ahd th~ more moderh National Theatre was
set up in 19~8~ The new stage was at first ~monopolized by
.~itern from the upper class like Makonnin Irtdalkachaw and
Kgbada Mikael who presented expensive production. of their
moralistic and historical works. It was much later that young

••
and forward-looking dramatists like Hangistu Liimma, ~agaye Galtara
IJJadh~nand Tasfaye Gassassa took over the stage and presented
their modern plays of social value •

The earliest Amharic plays dealt mainly with the Italian
invacion and the exploits of the Ethiopian patriots during the
waro Naturally, we can assume that the stage performances
were rather primitive and that the stage decorations and
sceneD were crude •. Play scripts were poorly conStructed and
usually the text of the play and the stage directions were
mixed as courd be seen in the scripts of some of the plays that
have Durvived.

The pla~lrights and actors were not acquainted with modern
theatrical techniqueso They lacked the know-how but possessed
such a strong love of the art that they persisted in their awk-
ward efforts. It was only with the return of professional
dramatists traitll!!abr-oad like Ta'sfaye G€issassa, irl€igayahu N.igatu,
Dababa ~shatu and ~agaye Gabdi Hedhin that Amharic drama star-
ted to be perfected.
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The founding of t~e creative Arts Centre in 1953 by
Dr. Fhilip Kaplan han contributed a great deal to the deve-
lop~ent of theatre in Ethiopia. The Creative Arts Centre
inspired many young actors and dramatists.

Ivlanyplays have been written since Bajrond Takla Hawa=
riatfs Fabula and the art has undergone a quali-ciative.change
both in form a~d contento Amharic drama has gone through a
sini1.ar process of evolution as has the Amharic novel. Origi-
naliy it inclined to be rather moralistic and didactic but
gradually aCQuired the mature treatment of social and polItical
matter::).

During the post-revolution period drama has shown greater
fecundity compared with any other literary medium. Today
plays based on burning social issues are being produced and
staged allover the country not only by profaasionals but
a1.so by the multitude of ifKinat Guads" that have mushroomed
, t' v"b"la.n .'le••ca a es.

Amharic drama has reached its present stage of develop-
rne~t predominately through the persistent effort of individual
drame.ticts. Yoftahe N i.gussie ~ iJlakonn;t,nfndalkach~hl, KabadB:
Ni~,::ael,qagaye Gabra Madh~n, Tesfaye Gassassa and ivlengi-stuLamma
ore o.nly some . of the most prominent Ethiopian playwrights
"Tho have made great contributions to the development of
drana in Ethiopia. This chapter will discusn from various
ang:es re~resentative dramatic works of the most prominent
Ethiopian Playwrights •

.' ..YANSA.SOCH }\OIIjF;DI

Bajrond Tgkla Hawariat's Fabula (190~) the first Amharic
play, is a four-act allegorcial play satirizing the corruption
and injustic~ of the feudal ruling classes. In hiG preface
to t~e play, the Bajrond states that he wrote the playas an
advice and a warning to L~j Iyassu. ~e further explains that
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afrer the death of Emperor Minilik, L~j Iyassu who was only
fifteen, completely abandoned his responsibilities and in-
dulged himself in reckle~~ bouts of drinking and adultery.
Surrounded by irresponsible counselors, he committed deeds
that increased his unpopularity. The Bajrond, saddened by
this state of Affairs, decided to write this play with a
profound conviction in its corrective value.

Takla Hawariat understood the educative value of drama
and composed his comedy to serve as an instructive entertain-
ment. Concerning the nature of plays, Takla Hawariat makes
the following figurative statement in verse in his preface to
the play,

{l(lc;' 'Wll 11C £cn rit/ril)tr-:
JAGrjrQ&CQ, ~"Q.1 £an?fr.::
(l{l1 A()~ l7Dnmt nGrjC m'J>('). 1&:
Of!? ~ ~m&m(1). (l{l(J). ~J"LJQ.1Q}.:: 1

Fabula has no plot or story as such, It is a collection
of dialogues between sheep, a wolf, a lamb, a fox, a crow, a
snake, a goat and a shepherd, organized systematically. It
lacks action and therefore is likely to be rather monotonous
in a stage presentation. Since the Bajrond had travelled
abroad and was acquainted with Western literature, it is
only logical to assume that this play was inspired by the
fables of Aesop and La Fpntaine~

One early morninQ~ a lamb is overpowered by sleep and
left behind when the flock had gone grazing. Being rather
thir~ty, it decides to go down to the strea~. There it is
met by a wolf which aCGuses it of disturbing th~ water a~d
making i.timpure for h dm to dr ink. Here ~(3 a part of the
dialogue between the two:
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Tl i. h n-C 1;t f'l1 He J rj ,?, ~
(I C il J'1 r'L-1D!Ji. h n:H2 {I B r.» lJ.
f'l ~ Y 1nC h-t hCD.Q ff 3'
nil t t, 1'~~ n(\ t n(-2LC rjl\ lJ. .•

LJLJe Q~ t'JQ'f'4.

i'll\U JI\ 1'Jn
n 1 \ JGJ.iln 1 i.G!J

+ ?C~il t(\ n !r
illJ.1 hilt n!r:
ilr;oc; n/Hi£{]hi'9D2

The poor lamb argues the impossiblity of the charge
since the wolf was upctream and it was downstrea~, but intent
upon destroying the lamb the wolf piles up his false accusa-
tious and finally jumps on its helpless victim.

This anecdote is a s~bolic presentation of the abune
of powe r by members of the ruling class who victimi:.e the
people to satisfy their own selfish desires. vfuereas the
earliest Amharic novels were largely religious and moralistic,
thi~ first play in A~haric is conspicuously political. Its
central theme is the misfeasance and corruption of members
of the ruling class.

Here is another telling anecdote in the comedy. A cat
goe::3to the kingdom of rats wh er-e it stealthily kills and
devours them. Frightened out of their wits by this ferocious
and powerful enemy, the rats sit in couneil in an attempt
to ~ind a means of killing it. Some of them,however, reject
the plans for fear of the consequences of being discovered by
the cat. Finally, one of the rats suggests that they tie a
small bell around the cat's neck instead of ~killing it.
Everyone applauds the wisdom of the new plan but none dares
to U•1..1-- ~ •.. it into practice.

This is an indirect reference to Lij Iyassuls growing
u~popularity and the fear of the people to do anything about
it for fear that they wou Ld be punished. This is only one
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ezar.;:;>].eof the scathing s_tire in the play. The following
lineG, one can observe, are a rathe:' direct criticism of
the corruption, inefficie~cy and inj~stice toat prevailed
in the country.

'l' 1t hilt j'f 1 "('i~t\ 1 all n C
n Q /) C; (1). j£ t "1~'l'rTJ 1 n C
;'1\ 1 1 n J Q C H ~ ,," t? Il
?~rTJ ~ilt 1l1?'fl 11l
~/)t Iltj1C'f nt~~~n~t
~ c;'" 'I). /) ~/) -wo :J iP.h t l t\ 1-

/) f-!.J? /) H. J9D n.LJ1 q; C Rr-1f/ J ~',/) t
" 3t~/),,? J) 11 e ern r\ t\ 1{1

The play in general is full of piercing remarks about
t~e injustice of toe r~ling clas3es •

.QC (l t)£ /)C; I\C;- 11 !JD ~C;

n h 1" 7) "J. J.1 n 1Q Il~/\ 1 n C; ,,1+

The political intent of this play did not pass unnoticed
by coce members of the ruling class. Although its first per-
formance was a success, it deeply wounded many po-re rf'u I
feudal arintocrats, as a result of which all theatrical
periornances ·were banned until 1930.

t' -AFAJl.SHrN

Yoftahe Ni:gusGieIs Afajashi~ was written in 1929. It
is a ~lay about the fall of Ethiopia·duB to the greed and
sel~ichness of its children. In the course of the play Afaja-
EE.i::r (cymboli:zing Ethiopia) is sold away to her enemies by her
traitorous children and finally rescued by Haila L~ul ( sym-
boli:::;ingHa.iJ.ti SHacsie).

In the first scene, J.fajashirris very ill and it is a
long time since she has taJ~en to bed. HQ.il~LiuI, her war-de r ,



is disturbed by her continuous illness and tries to procure
her Gome medicine. Before he has succeeded in doing so,
some outsiders come with the claim that they can cure Afaja-
shin and approach her in the guise of friendship. ~fuile the
family is deliberating on the proposal of these outsiders, a
hot discussion ensues during which Haila Liul strongly advises
Afajaa.hih's children to stand in unity •.

n 1" 1-~ST lJ. ~1Q. ~ jT lJ.1

G'~1Q.~t1 )e" J~tdl"-:,e" JQ.00. ::5

:: (fD '1>t;t; t
~~1Q.~t1

Since this play was written-just prior to the Italian
inyasion,~Haila Liul's speech seems to have been topical.
Afaji~~iff's children applaud the advice but apprently forget
it only too soon. Afajashiff is stolen, actually sold away.
Haila Liul becomes sad to desperation and goes on an expedition
in search of her and finally rescues her.

The play in general is an expression of the traditional
conception of the prominent role played by Haila S~lassie
during the Italian invasion and in the subsequent indepen-
dence of Ethiopia.

Technically Afajashin is rather crude, but it is a
representative example of the earliest Amharic plays. It
lacks detailed descriptions of scene. Let us look at an
example.

~(l t 'tL n m "Lip jQ t\ -: rJ 1Q ~ (f). /CD 11 h t 'tUn m-t
nCiI nCrjf(f). NDJ~ e 't~ nQ.11t ~1~ Jhil

61-1 qu ten (;~'n ::

There is no detailed information as to how the bread is
to be cut into piec~and distributed. We are not informed
which group of persons carries on the discussion, what they
are discussing and how the man who has heard about his aunt's
death responds.
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There is no logical or theatrical justification for the
entry into and disappearance from the stage of the various
characters. Most of the scen~s begin with Afajash~g~ on
the stage, rendering the play rather monotonous. This is
how three of the scenes are described:

One of the most important features of a good play is
that it should resemble life. The plot and characters
have to be convincing. We do not know how Afajashin suddenly
disappears. The incident becomes even more riduculous when
we find her replaced by a mummy. This is in no way convincing
to an adult audience.

One of the unique features of Afajashih, however, is
the intermingling of two incompatible conditions in the same
scene. Sorrow and happiness, mourning and festivity are
artistically interwoven in the play. While the family and
friends are clebrating "Kidana r-iihrat"in Afajashi.;i's
house, just before her disappearance, a man learns of the
death of his aunt. Immediately after he starts crying, a
group of young people come in singing the Christmas song
whereupon mourning and festivity become intermingled.
The mourner cries to the tune of the song.

7'1() :rn:-
tcf'Q£:

7'1() j'ri":"
t CPQ£:-

7'1(.\ ,n:
tcf'Q£:

"R {9D~:- "n {r;n~: "n {~ ~: .
7'1 Y Y
7'1n£

7'1 Y Y n ()iT) ~ "nP 'il-

"R{90" W: "n (9O 'il-: 7)( "n Olj Ot) L1'\
7'1 YY 7){ "n~ -t L1ft 8
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This scene has a hu~ourous impact on the surface but
it is also a nymbolic rcndering of life as two~faced: sorrow
and happiness. It is also a foreshadowing of the Dorrow that
is to follow Afaj~shi-n's disappearance and the joy at her
subscquent rescue.

Yoftahe is a very gifted poet whose musical verse has
\0"01'1 him great renown.. Although Afajashih is written. in a
prose that lacks flavour, Yoftahe's poetic ability comes to
the ~ore in those parts of tbe play where we find some lines
of V~rse. The poem's musicality, as we shall sffimakes it more
suitable for singing thnn speaking or reading.••

~~?~: h~£nl h~£n' n~0
l'T

J/\ CJ.l. ~C HD-

JlTOlJ t\{ln

h~ fill l' (fD m ~
. aDj1l~n

n£ i'aot\/\n •.

t1'O£: - - -
h (!).?'J!.: h~ £ i'i'i r-j G.9'l 1'Q.qo9D 1i4.JZn"ij h~Q'ni'

h~JZn' h~!!n'1
n 6.,t ~[JJ? i'i'i h 4. :t2' n i

h~'f!n1
1ffi. J'l'fOlJ M,n

h~I!n'i h4.£ni'
h ~ fCD l' (iD f1l ~ aD 9D ror n

ne itJor)/\n::

aD T h 1r1 1nc

t1'oe: - - -
h (J}?:g. -: h 4.P.n"ij h l t t\ Q'. h l t t\:g. n \ CD?ffi.

Ijl1: hl P I]) ~m. f\ 1. h~Q'nl h~:eni
-~[JJ?i'il P? nQ,iJ>£;, h- ~ \ 1I~'f!nih4.£ni

h~£nl h~:enl

t'l'O£:
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We shall deal with Yoftahe's poetical works in the
chapter on Amharic po etry ,

The Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1928 and the five
yearn of subsequent strife and bloodshed have inspired a number
of Ethiopian writers. Yadam D.i-mswhich was written in 1939.
is a play based upon this gloomy period of Ethiopian history
and extolling the martyrdom of Abuna Petros,the then head of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. The purely political problem
of Ethiopia's invasion by fascist Italians is used in this
playas a meane for magnifying the Christian virtues of self-
lessness and forbearanceQ

It is true that Yadam D4mf includes some indictment of
white colonialism, but its emphasis is more on the duty of

" the people towards their Emperor. In a waY,it is an attempt
to justify the feudal system that prevailed in the country.
When one of the turn-coat prison guards "rho had gone over to
the Italian side asks Abuna Petros what the Emperor and the~ .
nobility had done for the people, the Abun answers:

~<f'~ 11/lJf1'C; (JD'Jj£}l1' ilrlil1' ~r...t9-~Jl 11\11'.
n Q 'J!j fffi. ~(JD [JJ i -f./ C; f(l}/1 0

Here is Haicoonin's misrepresentation of history, portray-
in~ it up-side-down; presenting the kings and the nobility as
the makers of hist0ryo Written Ethiopian history is generally
the !:lis tory of kings, prince;; and the nobility.. The masses of
the geople, the actual makers of history, are forgotten, left
in the background or only given secondary importance.
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Since Makonnin was not only a feudal aristocrat him-
self but also a staunch supporter of the system and its most
articulate spokesman, it is no wonder that he reflects the
values of the feudal ruling classes in this playas well as
in his other works.

In the last part of the play, a dialogue between Ethi-
opians of varying ethnic origins and religions is presented
after the execution of Abun~ petros. Shaken by the Abun's
forbearance and martyrdom, they all take an oath to take to
the jungles and fight against the fascist invaders and defend
their country to the last. Even the Moslem woman, who arrives
last and ~hom the others fear lest she should inform on them,
is moved by the Abun's patriotic fervour and declares:

When I say this monk die with patriotism, as
though he knew it was a jihad, I honoured the
christian faith. (She falls on her knees) what
mighty strength! ,What glorious, fate! What
pride of motherla~~! Todi~ in a jihad for his
faith, for his motherland,for his Emperor's
honour! Petros! Petros I Petros! If thou
doest die, thy fame eternal shall not die!

This is an attempt on the part of the playwright to inspire
patriotism in the people ~nd emphasize the !need for unity among
all Ethiopians against the common enemy, irrespective of diffe-
rence of tribe or creed. It capitalizes on the need for
absolute loyality to the Emperor as well.

The central theme of the playas contained in the title
which means "the voice of blood", is power of sacrifiece.
The blood of the true and 'the innocent cries out for vengeance
and is in due course avengedo

The play in general manifests some technical defects
primarily in its scene descriptions. The descriptions lack
essential details which would have facilitated the stage
presentation of the play. Here is such a scene description
at the beginning of the play.

,
I
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This description lacks the essential information about
the setting, the looks and costumes of the characters, the
actual words in the conversations, the movement and entry
or e~:it 0 Otherwise the play in general is quite well cons-
tructed.

" II ••

YATINBIT liA1ARO

Familiar with the masterpieces of the European dramatic
tradition and a great admirer of Shakespeare1J, Kabada Mikael
is considered by many to be the founder of serious and modern

• ,t • -f 14.. .... .Amh ar-Lc drama. Yattilbit t(a)~, Kabada's f~rst play, was
published in 1939. It is a religious piece dealing with the
theme of prophecy reasserting the fatalist belief that none
can hinder the Divine will.

In the first act of the play, we see a pagan astrologer
whoGe wife is suffering from the pangs of childbirth, praying
for the child to be born at a particular moment. The king of
the country suddenly appears and requests the astrologer
for an explanation. Not knowing that he was talking to the
king, the poor astrologer declares that the infant would
some day marry the king's daughter and eventually convert the
people to Christianity. Angered beyond measure and shaken
by the prophecy, the king gets the infant stolen by his
soldier, slits its stomach with a knife and has it thrown
away in the fores~.

Act two brings us to events twenty years later. During
one of the king's visits to the country, a Christian priest
comeo to him with a prot~st about the persecution of the Chris-
tians in the land. The old priest was accompained by a blooming
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and handsome lad carrying a gift to the !~ing. Upon enQuiry,
the king learn::;that this was the Dame lad he had tried to kill
in his infancy. The king wills that the lad be kept behind and
later sends him with a written message to the palace.

The message read that its carrier be killed immediately
on arrival at the palace. Exhausted by the long journey, the
lad re~ts in the palace garden where he is soon overpowered by
sleep. While taking her habitual wa Lk in the garden, the king's
daughter finds him. sound asleep with the king's letter in
h in bos om .• In her eagerness to get news of her father she
stealthily takes the letter and reads it and greatly grieved
by its contents, she immediately tears it and replaces it with
another letter signed with a duplicate of the~ng's signature
stamp which she always carried "lith her.

vJhen the king finally arrives at his palace 1 he finds
himnelf in the midst of much singing and merriment. He de-
mands for an explanation and learns that the lad he had sent
to be killed has paradoxically married his daughter. The
daughter confesses her deeds and asks for forgiveness but
her father tells her that it was none of her fault for it
was the will of God.

It is easy to observe traces of Western literature
in Kabada's plays.15 In thic r~rticulcr pl~y the thorne

of prophecy that we find in the Sophoclean tragedies is
conspicuous. Y~tinbit ~itiro! being an expression of the
omniscient power of God and the ultimate victory of the true
faith,overlooks concerete' reality. It is a continuation of
traditional Amharic literature which is replete with preaching
and moralizing, religious and otherworldly.

From the technical aspect the play is quite well- cons-
tructed. The plot is rather simple but not altogether very
convincing. The play is written in a f Law Less verse that is
characteristic of Kabada's works. But his verse, in spite of
ita perfect metre, is rather dull.
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It is true that Ya~~nbit ~ataro has certain major flaws.
The ntGry of the lad, for instance, is repeatedly told oy hi~
astrologer father, by the priest and then by the king himself,
making the play rather redundant and hence monotonous.

TE\'lODHOS

None of the Ethiopian Emperors has inspired so many
Ethiopian writers as has Tewodros, a controversial figure
applauded by many as an innovator and unifier and considered
by others as a blood-thristy tyrant. A considerable number
of novels and plays have been written about Tewodros among
Uhich is here discussed G~rmachiiw -ratelsHawar-Lat t s play,
Tel-TOdros"---~.~

Tewodros 1. pub Iished in 191±8, is avers e dr-ama in six
actso Faithful to history, it traces in detail the life
of Teuodros from hi. "outLaw" days to the tragic hour of h Ln
heroic death. Tewodros is history in the form of drama ~a-
ther than drama based upon historYe In fact, a number of
footnotes are attached to the text for the clarification of
certain historical events.

~he central theme of the play is the political problem
of codernization. Tewodros is intent not only upon unifying
his country which had been divided into perty kingdoms among
petty kings and princes but al:::;oupon leading it to moderni-
zation. His noble ambition, however, is shattered for
various reasons. His genuinely tragic fate is the outcome
of two conditions. First, his attempt to set up a modern
centeralized state was premature, when we consider the socio-
historical conditions that previaled at the time.

He had to fight against a whole nation that was shackled
by ba ckwar-d tradition. On the' other hand he was impatient
and firm in his resolutions. He hated to bend. As a result
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most of his followers, except for his few true friendo de-
serted him and scattered hie path with thorns.

The second and probably most important cause for Tewo-
droels tragic fate was his violence. He was driven to despera-
tion 1'rnenhis ambition fell short of its mark and resorted to
violence, as a result of which he increa.ed the number of his
enemies. He lacked the tact and diplomacy that a great l~ader
lil:e himself needed in times of strife and popular d i.s corrterrtj,

the intent of this play is to instill a feeling of patrio-
tism in the people and extoll the love of the motherland and
emphanize the need for unity. It is an attempt to point out
the danger 'of force carried beyond limit and the necessity
for tact and diplomacy.

The most significant feature of this play i£:the wr-Lt er t s
attitude towards Tewodros. Here Tewodros is not portrayed
as a bloOd-thirsty tyrant but as an innovater, a unifier
and a reformer whose love for his country transcends every-
thir.ge Just before committing suicide, standing on the verge
of death, Tewodros does not pray for himself or show any self-
pity, but is profoundly concerned for his country. Here is
his coLdLoquy r>-

r') e ¥tL tI l c..1 tl ~ffi.

tl\ J ~1 ()n ~ n taJ. .. . • •
/ h ~ I] 1\ (l;t r')e 1m> (f). J n 'iwr') Ir /

e III LJ.1r tile n 1t i l1' hot
tllQ. nl1..Ul ~nC n 1 ~,Qh91lh-t

~ ;t,f) ~n ~I\r[). ~H t LJ.t LJ.1r?
JO Q.i n -'l l7D n 6.tl n ~'fJo ~/\Ir o.

tlnGtln ~nc n~~l htln
tlln~~~ tlir tlg'fn I]~n.o
JD E;" tl r! {\ 0'.. 1': J'l LJ Q.r\ h yo n. I]1\
e 1fin t\t ~~J h '1 ~ t(1 1\ ••
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G~rmachaw's view of Tewodros is radically different
from that of Makonnin Indalkach~w as depicted in Taitu
Bittul, where Tewodros is presented as a despicable
adulterer and merciless despot; indeed as a messanger
of doom. Girmachaw's conception of Tewodros conforms
with that of young educated Ethiopians of our day who look
upon Tewodros as a symbol of progress and unity.

YALACHA GABfCHA..
The play Yalacha Gabicha,17first published in 1957 is

a comedy about marriage and generation conflict. Bah~ru,
a young man educated in England and lat41y' returned to
Ethiopia, settles in a small village' near Kulubi, the famous•
shrine of St. Gabriel. He turns his house into a school where
he teaches the village childrene One day, Lady Alganash Dub~a,
his aunt, pays him a visit on her way to make a pligrimage
to ~ulubi Gabriel and informs him of her intention to get
him married to Bibita, an educated girl of good social standing
with a line of illustrious ancestors including Emperor Galawdios .•
She had already consulte.dthe village diviner, Abba Mammito and
the professional astrologer Aya Lizibu to find out if Bibita
was the right girl for Bahiru.
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Bah s-r u loves h Ls life in the village and does not wan t

to a0andon it and go back to the cityo Moreover, he is already
married to Balate, his maid and does not intend to leave her.
On the other hand, he is afraid of his dominating aunt and
cannot transgress her wish. When Lady Algan~sh finally learns
of his clandestine marriage to Bnla1:e, she becomes wild with
anger. She assumes that Balate had used some evil charm
on Bah~ru to make him marry her. With this optimistic con-
viction, she orders Aya Liz~bu to prepare the antidote to
Balatels evil charm and free Bahiru from the tangles of love
that he had fallen into.

Aya Liz~bu manip~lates Balate's supersititious mentality
and "Tarns her that she would die unless she immediately left
Bah±ru. Balat~, frightened out of her wits. leaves Bahiru but
returns to him before long. The diviner Abba Mamito had told
her that Lizibu's warnings were absolute lies.

In this comedy ab~ut the traditional practice of marriage
arr~nged on the basis of ancestry and social class along
with the conflict of values of the old and the new generations,
Mingistu's profound knowledge of both the traditional and
modern ways of life has provided him with a unique opportunity
to portray the situation effectively.

The character portrayal in Yalacha Gabi,cha reveals a
high level of artistry and skill. Bahiru is a typical re-
presentative of the young Ethiopian been-to's of the period
with their markedly strong desire to bring about change and
introduce western civilization in the country. I Thus he self-
le~sly buries himself in the country where he becomes a school
teacher. To the horror of his traditionalist aunt, he sits
at the table with his coole, and later his maid-wife, Balatae
This liberal and human gesture of Bahiru's draws only a scath-
ing ridicule zrom Lady Alganash.
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Lady Alganash contrasts directly with Bahiru. She is
a conservative and a traditionalist such that she considers
Bah~ru's enlightened gestures as the outcome of sheer lunacy.

(j([). nm. ~!]). Dfl.. h~nhC JC ~DC' In f an iplfl

?~DQ. 1(]). ~lg. fro. ~~ lie',.. 1(]). ?1~

The major technique that Nilng!t-stuhas used to highten
the humour in Yalacha Gabicha is the creation of characters
that contrast ,,,ithand compliment each other-, We have
alrea6y observed this in relation to Bahiru and Lady flga-
~8h. The pebble diviner Abba M&mito and the astrologer
Ayu ~izibu are jealous of each other. They try to discredit
each other whenever they get the chance and Lady Alagnash
is tired of their unending bic~:erings.. To Lizibu, Abbe H!lmi to
is a

bead-ridden pebble divinerQ.o. a trafficker with
demi-human devils ••• goes to the dumping ground
of all the refuse of the village, the dregs from
tella breweries, the ashes from the kitchens, to
pass the day prowling th~e in the company of the
demi-human, gallivanting around hand-in-hand with
them, kicking in the manner of donkeys.3D

On the other hand Hamito reports Lizibu as follows:

Beware of Lizibu, the slippery one. He is as
slippery as the water-serpent ••• the mo~ent he
will be at his old game againl To confide in
him is like storing water in a sieve ••• The
entire village is praying ~ praying for deliver-
ance from this poisonous, sneaking liar of an 21
astrologer ••• this prophet of doorn, t~is cleric.
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The two other contrasting and complimenting characters
in the comedy are Ala~a, the Christian priest, and Haji, the
Moslem Sheikh, whose unending arguments are a source of
great humour.

So far, Mangistu is the only modern comedian \(ehave.
Well acquainted wit~ the western theatrical tradition, he
has succeeded in writing this truly modern Amharic play.

·fYAHOH AKLIL

I?agaye Gabr~ Madhi-n is the most prominent of modern
Ethiopian playwrights in addition to being an outstanding
poet. ~agaye is a bliligual, writing both in A~aric and
English;22and he has translated Shakespear's Othello,
Macbet~, Hamlet and King Lear into Amharic.

His first Amharic play, rashoh Aklil, is a profound
investigation into the nature of human passion. Haragawain
is the daughter of :,Fitawrari Yilma, a rich land lord. Ayalew,
who grew up with Haragawain is the son of Baldaras Imru,
Fitawrari Yilma's t~nant. Kinfa, thirty three, is the
son of Fitawrari Tar"iku and rich from the wealth that
he has inherited from his father. Kinfa ~~ a sad and
rather philosophic young man with a conspicuous lack of
self-confidence because it is rumoured that his father
begot him from a slave-concubine. There is also Lietu.n-
ant Tazara, a dandy and lady-killer who believes in the
symbolic virtue of the bee that moves from flower to flower
and SUCkD the sweet honey therefrom.

All the three-Ayalew, Kinfa and Tazara - love Hara-
gawain, each in his own way. Ayale.'s love is rather
platonic. He adores Haragawain; she is the altar of his
faith, the reason for his being, his hope and his ambition.
He prostrates himself under her feet, a helpless victim lack-
ing the courage to reject her even when she has rejected him.
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1It\'ft\~e; HI), .. 117 C t\Q. {] 'HlJ.ii ~?j ~ t7 n')Q
iJ[jl1 fI ffi. :1'!\lJ. .. !\ 0lJ 11 1'7'0 n '1't!\ lJ.: 1 "i 1It\'f
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Tazara's love for Haragawain is initially a simple lust
of the flesh. He only intends to add her to the number of his
con~uests but finally he breaks away from his antimatrimonial
convictions and decides to marry her.

K~nf~ loves HarKg~w~in to the point of distraction but
being a sworn introvert discloses his love neither to her nor
to anybody else until the last moment. He is a man of sacrifice;
he suppresses his love for Haragawain because of his friendship
to Aya Lev and Tlizarao He prefers. the agony of hidden love to
an offence against his friends.

When Lieutenant Tazara, who had gone to the war in Korea,
finally dies and Ayalew, driven insane from a rejected love,
end:::in a mental hospital, Hadiga"'I'ainis eaten by remorse and
dez~eration. She considers herself as the cause of the former's
death and the latter's lunacy. In a moment of utter despair
she turns to !~~nfa for consolation and he, in turn, confesses
his long-hidden love for her.

Although it has some technical f Laws , _Yashoh Aklil in
general is a commendable first play revealing an uncommon
talent in its creator. It is very difficult to name the

.,

central character of the plaYft All three- Haragawain, Kinfa
and Ayalew - seem to have equal significance. We are made
to follow their fate and feel along with them throughout
the play. It might be argued that Haragawain is the central
character since she determines the fate of the others. But our
sympathy does not lie with her as much as it does with AyalElw
or Kinf~. karKgawain, indeed, is a major character but de-
finitely not the central characterft
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It seems that the division of the play into the four
acts is done at random._ Act one and two, for instance, could
have been comfortably wedded and .the minor characters in Acts
three and four done away with,.

The ~haracterization in Yashoh Aklil i~ general, is
rather shallo~_ Among the f:ifteen characters found in the
play, only three- Haragawain., Kinfa and Ayalew - are well
portrayede The others are rahter obscure and our memory of
them remains very fuzzy after completing a reading of the
play.

Although Y.shoh Aklil is primarily .the story of the
intricate love web discussed earlier., it is also a play of
social significance touching upon the hypocritical sense of
superiority of the rich and its ominous psychological impact
upon the poo r, Ayalew's psychological problems which finally
drive him mad are mainly rooted in the sense of inferiority
that assails him as a result of his povertYe

Finally, an important feature of this play is the
construction of its dramatic verse.~~gaye brought into Amhar{c
dramatic verse the quality of being spoken with .oase on the stage.e
The seriously measured nature of traditional Amharic vesifi-
cat ion chopped up the language for the sake of rhyme and rhythm, .. ":!.'

making its stage presentation rather laboured and unnatural. ~agaye's
long and flowing verse, much developed in his later play~, lent
Amharic poetry a naturalness in speec~.



CHAPTER IV
AMHARIC POETRY

I. Amharic Poetry Prior to the Italian Occupation
1928 - 1933

The ~thiopian people have won an international renown
for their staunch struggle against colonialist, imperialist
and expansionsit forces. Through bitter sacrifices they
have been able to pr~setv~ their independence and national
sovereignity. Ethiopia is the only Africah country that
has successfully repelled a powerful coloniali~t nation with
the help of the uncontested courage of its people.

Genuine freedom is the result of firm struggles and
bitter sacrifices. The Ethiopian people have repeatedly
succeeded in humiliating the fascist Italian "jnvade~s at
Dogale 1n"1887, at Adowa in 189 and later at r-1aichawin 1933
after fi.e years resistance. These successes were not
gained through the use df ~ophisticated weapons of war; on
the contrary, the ~thiopian peoples were armed with primitive
spears,swords, axes and the crudest of rifles. The secret
behind their successive victories has always been in their
profound love of their country and their heroism.

Just prior to the Italian occupation ( 1928 - 33) a
number of poets raised their pen against the invaders,
aroused patriotism and instilled courage in the peopleo
The most prominent among thase were the painter-poet
Agahahu ingida, the playwright-poet Yoftahe N~gussie and
~alda Giorgis Walda Yohann4s. Apart from these, Nagadras
Tassama Ishate, Ala~a Marsha, Ato Habtamariam, Woizaro
Yashimabet Ganame and a host of other poets are known to
have produced anti-colonial works of.poetry.l Nagadres
Tasnama Ishiitteis widely known for his "wax and gold"

2poetry. He wrote a voem in 1927, extolling freedom and
inciting the people to defend their country. He understood
that a life of slavery was tantamount to death and expressed
this view in the following beautifully composed lines.
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11t~ ~~ht 1~ YJ~ Pt@
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Like other poets of the period, N~gadras Tassama re-
callD the earlier victories scored by Ethiopian patriots
and explains their exemplary value. Here are some lines from
h La Yi{masf8l inkutatash, written in 1928 ••

l' tt 11 G }')!J).? t'1 P'ij Hi c;"''T 1-lfl fl :r: lJ.

() t'J},L'\:'? t n (i tt\ 1,n J'T lJ.

ritnhn~t n~l~ 11~'TlJ.
ritmH1'~t ~')Q1{) hfl'TlJ.
Jf+') ri frll ~t 'TI]}')rihnhr}TlJ.:: 4

tl tt c;" t 1n C l' 1 tlD }')11t \..,'') :-

1-l1,Q~');m t1nLJ rTJtl J1 mr}''j-'u')::

}')fl t g l' ? 11 }')Q.C1- 1-lg. h Cr 1:g.

9~ },)~~t'1~~ ~~@ ~1~g. ~~g.:?'

In the following lines he depicts the Italians figurative-
ly a:l,'leedswh Lch have to be uprooted and cast away before they
have infested the whole garden, i.e., Ethiopia.

~~1t 1n G. J'f n 6, t t""D h?
}') ~ tJqqo ~ ') h C ~ Q. fJ.t;' C 1) 1 -l t H·? •.

It;' nne; 1- £j: (.. ~ Jlt

w. ~ "\,hit 1'tC [Tl ~ r1J~\ 1 rn. r}qo t ::

£ U1 ?~ l' 9," He Yflm C 9 Ii r} :-
1 :1''1>fl. aq ~ q. t 1 t]). t 1'[ rn }')e n 1'1 00 6
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Alal}a Harsha's short poem entitled ht 9>>'1J 0 ihC

'I>?iZ:: Q9f1 Q.1nl ril\U ~'f is also an expression of the natural
beauty and fertility of the country along with a strong warn-
ing to thcee who have the ambition to cross her boarders and
defia.e her.

h.t ~'J ~i\g;n l H":
00 n6. t\ r !) 01J. '"I C j 9 ~ r'Jt r
f\ t l'1:JD 00 f9D ~ rj 1 C' n.Jf:, :pt:-

qo z;- t!)r\ LJ e ~ t n t\ fl tt:-
J!) flfl h Cl). C; '"I e ao (l)t\ Q.1 l t .. 7

Most of the poemn composed at this period were nationa-
lintic and patriotic in content a Those discussed above are
only meant to serve as representative exampleso Now we shall
discuss the major poets of the period whose works have a
place of honour in ~~haric literature •

• ,fIfI ••

'.GANAHU iNG~DA

Agi~ihu fngida is popularly known ae a painter but he
hac also beo-n a poet <:-$ uudenir.ble talent and artistry. He
wr-o t e a 16-page poem entitled rill h.t ~;';J ~ tl mOO in
1928. This poem is written in the form of a dialogue (dra-
matic poetry) between Ethiopia and her children. AgNfiahu calls
upon Ethiopia to get ready for the war.

t ~n n.t ~>'IJ [IlC''fli1 r'Je
t ~Ii ll. t 9>1'1 J J rj fi1 !] c1 1].£

h ~ ~C l rr fm tffi. m1 Q. ~ t rr 1 8e e ::
He refers to the Battle of Adowa at which the Italians

had been beaten and ~hamed by the Ethiopian army and wonders
how they dare come back within less than forty years of their
humiliation.
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n~n ~nt ~Ul @n~n~ me nt:
h 9'll 1H. {. rj~ rje lJ1 ~[fl ~@ t:-
~t 'f'{. m ffi. fi 9: rje n <P ~ ~ e tt ::9

It in generally believed tnat the Ethiopian landscape
is very suitable for defensive warfare and many attribute
the country's centuries of independence partly t.othe rugged
nature of its landscape. Aganahu also propounds the same
view in this poem.

JtTl tb~'I> ~3-@ ~1'[ ~lii
Q.l t;l.l?li f\ 1 th ~ i'lA 1 {) 1-+ <rtj

)JJ J ;n n 1 tJJCJO {. 1 -C L,..i~P ~ ~J;..
mQ.:JO n ~~4 JI)O (. 1 1.\.11~ lJlr O!j [ ~ ~

e?fl('). {IAn nltJt'U ~T
n g.i'i 1 H[ 1 tii 11~rjh 6,t IJl.Q ce :: 1 ~

He also extolls the heroism of the Ethiopian forefathers,
the courage they nave passed over to the new generat ion, and
taken an oath of loyality.

r\t ~~J h c;-t ~ l"f 1 Q n en (d'! mrj t n e H1

~ln[n ~£m~1)O ~~"fn rjAl
pn 1 r fTI[ n.h n 1 1-+6 J 1 fl ffi.l
illQ ).rj9Di'll <f>[ ~ O!j fl.;? ~A1

t"111 t J"f ""~ Cj: c Y t i'l/) <1' ~ 1 :: 1 1

In her advice to her children, Ethiopia reminds them ot
her'fallen heroes and cxtolls their valour. She remembers
her past heroes not "lith sor-r-o-r or regret but with a mo rt.her t s
happiness at the outstanding success of her children.

Q 110 n 1g. 1H. ,fJJGf).i ,,~n J {. J t lJ.

.trj '"f "P f (')1~£ n 'Ffl"f lJ
i'l~{.(1).1 ~~ J('). qo " n e c;o n rj t lJ
1£;" rjn 11 '?JJ. .:'\n. 1 en ~ <f>ffi.

n n rt n rJtj ~~ffi.ln tt .~1r'l (1). :: 12
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Then she calls the names of those heroes who were the
terror of their enemies and the pride of their people-
Tet'lOdz-os,Yohannis, Allula Aba Nltga, ,JJangashaYohann es , Hini-
lile, Ras Makonni-n, BaGhah Aboye, Ras Darga and Ras GObbana.
Finally she beckons her children to gn.thor around her and
protect her in a tone full of gratitude.

n Ir ~ fl f! f (\1'1- i L}.rj 'f IJ.
~4.ri9° he"lni nC;')t nJt\'f1J.
(]}./)t'f IJ. n f-i ?O ') Q.l /\ h l t\ 'f IJ. :: 1 3

In reply to their mother's call for help, the children
e~plain that their lives are intertwined with the fate of
their countryo

Q~'f') Q~n 1~ oe~'f')
iEi'rf'f') iCi:riii ~ffi.

Ij 1 t J/\ tl1 911 1-1

Agahahu's ..topical poem is an oath of allegiance on the
part of the patriots, for whom it was addressed, to protect.
their country at the expense of their life and blood.

.. .. .' ".
\ifALDA GranG IS 1.JALDAYOHANN~S

Walda Giorgis also wr-o te a 16-page poem entitled ~CD1Q.

t\ g fl.? t ri /) Y_JL..!!.uJ:~J:.. As the title indicates it is a poem
aDout the honour of dying for the motherland. In this poem
ilelda Giorg is calls upon the people to ri!JG in unison and
defend the motherland, e~plaining the impossibility of remaining
as onlookers while the country is being invaded by foreign
cgcroD30rs • He expalins this figuratively asse~r'ing that
anyone ,mo fails to act at such a time of crisis is like an QSS

who cannot save his spouse from the jaws of a hyena.
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CD 1 Q. (\ g. (J) 1 ,g. t\I~· ?or: e l tj"J "1
fI mi\ T ",e fI if>r' 0ll..1i ,.1~ [Ii 101

"'1~1 "'1~1 ~ln~ ~i\fl
19> n'H ;M~ n ~'Dn~ fl ..
G Tl 1 n ~n(}9 ~9. J r! f fI ([). n (1).
h'F-rfl ?119 JQ..1 JIJ J flt\ ~'1).:: 15

He also compares a people without freedom to a body
with the head and neck severedo

fl fiG'll m 1h ? 11) ~t J rTj n (1). 16
'"11"1 t 'f>[ {fl ?(D Q l' '" t1 t\ ~ffi. •.

The refrain to the poem is a moving stanza that i:wmediate-
ly incites one to raise arms against the enemy.

mi\ t n CP~ ffi. i\ e t [ q: h 1 z;'" fI LJ. n.t\
~ 1;'"Ii y~ f ')1 Ii fI ,1'1 1 n ~ 1-,g,tI

fJ'1e tJ"le tJ"Ie "'[n~
/')l.Q..t J'Jlltl'rUtl Jl[1J Qao~ •• 17

In the following lines, ~H!lda Giorg is voices his contempt
for the cowards who betray their country and are selfish.

~ 9D n. '7 hI} l cC" n 1 '" tI (1J Q.9'l ~ 6
mrj" r)po (jj '" 1[ "'liQ4. 6 :: 18

Then he tells the story of a coward who runs away from
the ~attlefield and hides himself in a cave whe re he finds his
ears nibbled at by a rat. In an attem9t to escape from this
new :lOrror, he hides himself by a stream where he dies of a
sl)£:.l::ebite.

~6 nff). ~n[ t\rr~(u. ?flfl
{fl [H' ~t~ n.1l711 h 1-9-11

,,
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h£1 hn~~T~ pC~l ~11n
Q1qo9D hH.Jffi. (01 t n.nn1 h([)l'H
?'\ f1{l ~Q 6..C; 121\ m. nan C'H :: 1 ~

This is a humourou~ rendering of the inevitability of
death. Walda Giorgis continues with another anecdote of a
man who runs away in the heat of battle to protect his
'!bellyllfrom being pierced by a spear but in his flight
accidentally gets that same belly slashed by thorns.

hh 1Q.. n m. f (,Il ?'\ n h. 1 1!t tl en. J
h mC 1t ~f2 iLI!9Il C r\ 1'J
ht).).l-l h£ t ~m?l hQJ
LJ~l 7)1"l£r!)JGJ. m?l nI\UJJ ..

fJJ Q )..tl ffi. n.n n ~I]).C n~tt: 1-1
JG.flJ 'f2Q~ ~r)r)l\t LJ~l :: 20

The central theme of the poem comes repeatedly in.. ... .the following refrain, in which Walda G1org1s compares
dying for the motherland to a wedding, implying that a
person who dies for a noble cause is wedded to glory for-
ever.

nl) 1C aoqo t 1!l!J H& qo t Sl\~
?D 1?D qo t n e n tI n n.n n C 1 ~(j). ::

(1!).nt n n C 1- Q n 2 n ?'\ 1 "'1.1\ffi.
ntl1C9D aoqot ?'\lQH.J JI\ 1ffi.::21

Like Aganahu Ingida, Walda Giorgia understood the diffi-
culty of facing the Italian invaders whose weapons were sophin-
ticated. However, he had great confidence in the ancestral
courage of the people.

aD.Q.tt: c; an t(. ~n f1h h£Ll/') 1

r\ In h P"l h£ 'f fl,f1D n 1t T 11:-
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(JD t L?n 117 rfl rfl (JD Q.q. Il.Q ~4.

flH1l;"'f eGD lIf\tl !iU J JC; 4.

? l.(HfH t 1i 7,C fj C; !i'H(JD ?

~?) ~t J6.-?t\ Q;" n? tHt ::

~~~~t ~fI !iC;~~ (JD~~J?~U7 flw~q.
CD7.g.~ 1; hQ.tt n.tI HC6.-q. HC6.-q.

n H 7 "I e Glj L 11tl 6..~ ~ ,!\ on Q.q. :: 2 2

Walda Giorgis also recalls the pride-worthy victories
of the £orefathers and magnifies their valour.

nil h. nC; ~nr)aJ. ?1' 7"7 .t~h
t J & n J q. t !i 1? 7 11J G}.h

t n 1 II K ffi. 7 1v1JJ fi "1(9. ~ ~tl h

ffi7hC' 1l.11'onQ). neflLhLh
14. 7 n tJ&ffi. !iHL(T}. !i9'lrjh :: 23

The poem, in general, is a call for the defence of
Ethiopia and its independence with & strong tone of agita-
tion and propagandao

!ilG.7 !ilG.7 nJtdJ. !ilG.7

)P J ~7 lfl G. f\ q. II Q a<J, 7

)JJ J WO !i l' 7 19D J21Jlj,9U ? ~ '" 7 "l e U 7

f\ 1 G. r. ffi.C fj flU. ?W ? !ih f\ t7
t /JJ t n t n Q aq, ? 11\ 1 t n. j;7 :: 24

YOFl'A..T-iEN~GUSS IE

A contemporary of the poets just discussed, Yoftahe was
a play-wright and poet of renown who raised his pen in the de-
fence of his country's independence. Yoftahe's poems ~lake\vu. -.......
~a.!3 Ayan ,and S;,lajagnoch Hatasabia were published in 1923

ilatetru is an alleg_rical poem whose real meaning is
hidden in the manner of "~i-neifpoetry. Howeve r , Yoftahe's

preface to the poem helps to clear any misunderstanding of
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the intent and message of the poem. %l~etru is a creature
with the body of a man and four bird's heads. Armed with a
pen and sword, he jealously protects the galagltu tree so
that other birds will not eat of its fruit. An understanding
of Yoftahe's symbolization is essential to get the meaning of
the poem. ilafetru symbolizes Haila S~lassie, r_oanot Zuf
represents Ethiopia, Yamidrafaid liofoch are the Italian inva-
ders and Y£ganat Wofoch are the Ethiopian people.

The poem in general, expresses the invasion of Ethiopia
and magnifies the traditional belief in the role played by
Haile S~lassie in emancipating the country from colonial rule.
Here is Yoftahe's hyperbolic portrayal of Haila Silassie as
invincible.

1'\?t tn J(\(f}. 1'\?t ?n C;t\
(\ 1 ~t 1'\ LJ <p~ fj: G.([).1 !\. In t\
Ii e 4- 1 e!-i o/3.tl (\(/0 h t\ h t\ r\ t\
Ii £ 4- 1 OD!-I IfqD ~ IJ1. m r) n <Pffi.

n 1'\qo? ~t m r) 2, {) C; m J£ <PI]).
h.{n ~t 1'\(\ ffi. lID C 9D L t\ ill <Pm.:: 2 5

The poem is so full of figurative allusions that it re-
quires repeated reading and profound knowledge of the duality
of meaning in the words and expressions used.

? t? (). 1'\qoC'T m;o ffi.(\ (D. J Q ?
9D Q.c.. 6, c Q.1 1'\t\ 6.. ffi. 1) l' tffi. h Q.1 n ?
~H.J1 n1mt ~G. (\aot\ ct9l r'l.1'?

n(\t li24-1 £H ~ 1:1 n(\ '1''l'?
'lqD £ m{) j't\ 1-+6 J(j.1 (\n? :: 26

In these lines the fascist Italians are presented as
hunger-ridden birds which leave their barren land and come
to eat of the fruits of this tree (Ethiopia) but fla~e1:u
(Ha11a S~lassie) stands by the tree vigilantly with his
sword drawn to strike at the enemy.
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Yoftahe's other poem in this small booklet is entitled
Silajagnoch M~tasabia. By contrast it is easily understandable
and Dore straight forward than ~latetru. It is also written
to incite the Ethiopian people into action in the face of the
Italian invasion.

Whereas ~la~etru is generally suited to people who have
a considerable knowledge of lIl}inell,S!'lajagnoch Hatasabia is
simple and directed to the ordinary people who cannot grasp
the subtlities of "~ine". It starts in the form of the
traditional fukara.

till '1 m I) t till. tmi' t if

II 1 t l'm it> n 1 -K ~ it>

{l f+ (JD ~ 1C n ffi. J~ 1jt\
n (l). ~ t h L1 ~ fll ~ e n jtl
J 1Go Grf 12' '1 ~ it> tlfl t\ ().

J 1 G. CD;t£ C 'i' c\{l t\ n.
III £ fl 1n rj ;.u J H& 1>1)n. :: 2 7

This is a strong warning against the naive invaders who
know little about the valour of the Ethiopian warriors.
Hereafter, the poem suddenly changes its metre and explains
the glory of dying for the independence of one's country.

1\ Y1 C (JD qo t 1 C!J 1 ~fD. qo t ?rTItl\ (]).
I\fl1G. tlg. ,11erDt I\mt\ + qnt lffi." 28

The poem proceeds to address the Ethiopian public at
large and pints out their responsibility to defend their
freedom and ends with a note of warning, demanding greater
vigilance in a figurative language appealing to the farmers,
who comprise the majority of the Ethiopian people.

m f£ C 1n G. (ffJ m 1 1>'i'U
n(JD t\ I1Gl>o II 1 Po U fl e l'

tt.tl6..tli'Oe1itl fl6..C

~;ttl
e 1fl n ;tfl

e lotI;tt\ :: 29
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The themes of patriotism, courage and loyality to the
Emperor were central in Amharic poetry prior to and particu-
larly on the eve of the Italian invasion. The poets of the
period were forced to focus on these themes because of the his-
torical reality; the very existence of their country was threat-
ened and its survival depended solely on the unity and patrio-
tism of the people. It was only after the Italian invasion
thnt Amharic poets started to deal with a multiplicity of
themes.

II. Amharic Poetry After the Italian Occupation
1934 - 1972

After -the patriotic poems discussed above, literary
production was disrupted in the country for about half a
decade as a result of the Italian invasion. The very first
bool: printed in Addis Ababa after liberation was Yaddis Zam~n
Maz~1 an anthology compiled by rilma ~eressa, and contain-
ing some fifty poems celebrating indep~ndence and glorifying
the Emperor and prominent patriots~

Amharic poetry of the ~re-Italian invasion and post-
independence period differ in two major aspects. In the
first place, the former is smaller in bulk compared to the
latter. It is only after liberation that we find poetry
written and published in larger volumes and greater quantities.
In the earlier period we do not find works of Amharic poetry
that exceed twenty pages. Secondly, earlier Amharic poetry
tended to be rather metaphysical,religious and moralistic,
or was composed in praise of kings, princes and the nobility.
On the other hand modern Amharic poetry has shown a marked
shift both in its content and form; it is largely concerned



with social problems and, to a large extent, attempts to
depict the contradictions inherent in the society. Since
most of the modern Amharic poets are acquainted with the
Western literary tradtions, they have done away with the
traditional versification of Geez poetry and its strictly
measured quality.

Amharic poetry has undergone a remarkable progress.
This section is an attempt to discuss the works of some of
the most prominent modern Amharic poets, particularly those
of Kabada Mikael, Mang~stu Lamma, ~agaye Gabra Madh~n and
Solomon Deressa whom the writer considers as representative.
Poets like Alamayahu Mogas, Saifu Matafaria, Mak~bib Gabayahu,
Abbe Guba~a and Afawor~ Yohannis have also contributed signi-
ficantly to the developmerit of this genre in Amharic.

Moreover, the poetry reading sessions at the Cultural
Cnetre of the Addis Ababa University in the 50's and 60's
stand out conspicuously in our memory. The poems read at
these sessions were largely political and have contributed
much to the struggle of the Ethiopian people against the
feudal oppressers and exploiters. Hailu Gabra Yohann~s and
Ababa War~ie are two poets of the period whom we can never
forget.

The state of Amharic poetry after the Revolution is
quite different. A considerable amount of good poetry has
been produced now and then, depicting progressive intent
and content but the form still remains rather crude. The
post-Revolution period has witnessed a vast production of
poems published mostly in the Amharic daily Addis Zaman and
the weekly Yazareyitu Itiopia and the now defunct magazines like

•
~t ~adai and ~um Nagar.

The Ethiopian Revolution has also released poetry
that had been arrested earlier by censorship. Among these
Hailu Gabra Yohannis's Barakata Marg~m and Findata, DanBchaw
Wor~u's Imbua B~llu Sawoch, Mangistu Lamma's Basha Ashab~r
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Bamerika, Ab~rra Lamma's Kul Woys !~lashat, Saifu Matafaria's
Yatasfa Igir Birat, Afawor~ Yohannis's Yas~met §ijimoch have
been published since 1966.

A conspicuous feature of Amharic poetry after 1966 and
particularly those published in ~, &adai, Addis Fana,
AbiLotawit Ethio~ia is the subtle difference in political
outlook and the polemics that arises therefrom. The different
political groups that emerged in the course of the Revolution
carried out the ideological struggle amongst themselves in
many ways, including the publication of poems with subtle
ideological colourings.

The poems published in Addis Zaman and Yazareyitu
Itiopia are mostly rather crude, lacking in skill and profun-

•dity. They are usually written upon spontaneous inspiration
and depict unbridled political passion •

• t •• II.KABAnA MlKAEL

Kabada Mikael is one of the most prolific Amharic
writers most of whose works are verse compositions. He
considers poetry as the highest form of literary art. He
believes that a few pages of poetry are superior to a
voluminous work of prose and elaborates this assertion by
pointing out that poetry is more compact and concentrated
and therefore Lts compostion demands greater skill.)O It
is probably this elevated view of poetry which had induced
him to write most of his work'J in verse.

KMbada again expresses his elevated view of poetry i~
.. .; ;'~:l"~.( -, .

YElkine Wubat:.
n J'f ~i8(]!)oot

h() Q ;. 1 r;o ;.

Ofj o L 1 rL.n mm- r\2 1\ Q t\
cp 'L t<fvo m'f flhM

n l' n() fl ~? i"i n o m-<!'t (JD C; I> J nt

tJ.I). 'l ~r;o ,tn 'l cP cP 'L 1T n(JD n.t ::31

tl nc C; iJl?

tn Ej: C rL.(//?
[1,t

t <!'~£t.:t ::
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The major themes of Kabada Mikael's verse and poetic
,,(0:::-1::3 are nationalism, relig"ion, modernization, the Italian
"invacio:n,the fickleness of the world and Man, and a prai~e
of the feudal values of the time.

Poetry cannot be separated from the poet's attitude
tcwards life and the latter greatly owes its shape and
colo~~ to his experiences and surroundings. ex'"
periance during the Italian invasion has inspired him to
write much about the inhumanity of the colonial system~ The
love of the nlOtherlaJadand the bitterness of slavery is
powerfully drawn in his popular narrative poem rrrorro.

frrorro is written in the form of a dialogue between
an Ethiopian and an Italian named Culli. In this poem
Kabada expresses the view that slavery is the direct outcome
of a lower level of civilization and that uncivilized people
are never freeo Culli addresses his Ethiopian counterpart.

~9'ltaD h-n t ?D1 e lJ 1 h11 C'T IJ.?
11(}[ r 1TJon.t\ Ii t\ h Ii l m t T IJ.?
h@lllili 1nD ~l lnn~TIJ.
n Ii t yCTLm 'I>9D 9D1 11[ UJt t IJ.?
'f~ hilt JT 1 n 1Q '11.C; ? t:-
t 1 n 1o'fJ @ P t l' 10 'fm> 1 n hD t
~1nfl 91) () ht n 1t TIJ. ~n :-

nYD nClf>. ;0 Q.t T IJ. ~[ 1'1 ~(j'Jn n _ _ _ _ J2

Culli states tangible facts in a rather satiric vein.
He u~veils the re~lity of the Ethiopian society, setting it
stark naked. It is through this poem that Kabada expresses _,
his personal view that freedom and dignity are only illusions
unlenD complimented by Ilcivilizationll (which for Kabada means
technological development). Here is how he demolishes long-
honoured traditional values, again using Culli as his spokes-
man s



\'?Jll t h-? nt n 71.Q.U n c;' 7 t
1\ 1. n r-W t(f) Id3·h- 71fl t n H.\) qo t
f1Jt h<j>,QfD 71Jt \'aDrfl'J). [ntT'
?UJtLJ.T lop J'1'tlO/').t 7{l(. t
(\7''] t~htnl nGl)(\t {lJ 18-:

11 C 1 '] 71n taM U {l j',fJ /-i'H 1m.
;e (\E;" n \'rtQ In lflttl yt?

aD G,t \'lJ.(r 1 'f fl (\ n t \'r\ T jO :: 3 3

This dreadful truth coming from the mouth of an alien
and an enemy at that burns and humilates hiG Ethiopian liste-
ner.

n J,]ln 1n 71'lir! -t']n.),'Un].
nee 71tn~' er\~ SlG, n~:

aD {l t fl (f) 1H ~\hot\ ao JD {'\ n
eu'] cor'je nQ.fl hmr\T ;7Diln

npC$ n.n~ ~1@ \,~2mn?
n '] CH.U )' (\ Q} '] h 4- 111 C

h r) T \,nl J '1 t\ h G,t \'GtJ.ao C

71~ 90 rn w, [(l h 1'm n:3:1) :.
91l" n £,,'] fl, l~ t\ Q(J1). \'!1!JC'{ 1\ ?7 34Q 1qo n ~l m? '] !Jlj 1 rn. ~O!J e rn 1\ •

The last linea here are a cry of despair and defiance
againot a life of ignorance and slavery - a piteous lamenta-
tior. against the miseries created by technol~gical backward-
nezo - which catch the imagination of t~e 2thiopian reader
and ignite his anger.

This dynamic and intensely moving poem, however, is
marred in its concluding lines by Kabada's moralizing that
is manifest in most of his works.
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rj'\'c;"',lbtl nt\fl. r,fl6t nrjQ(.
~H r\ (\ 91) ffi.C Q t t cP(]It- cp(.
~Ii (D. t\ g. nf1J? (p. ()pD'l n h ." t

n ."Q Ii c;"' h C 1.,,{) e 6'.C IJ t\ 1: ~ Y t
t,:o !1) (\ T ffi.C Q t 1"1 n h ~ r\

lJ./r e m 4. (,\ n).r\:: 3 5

A closer examination of this poem reveals a very dis-
quieting contradiction. Kab~dK does n~t consider the Italian
invasion from its major political aspect. For him the Italian
fa~cist invaders are merely sinners who have trespassed the laws
of God and will inevitably suffer Divine punishment.

The first half of the poem creates in us a feeling of
anguish and anger but the last half sprinkles ice on our
wa r-m Lnq rage.

Most of Kabada1s works are religious. Some of them
1Ll T· bdt II y y" . . 1 II 1 J (}~:e ~n ~ a onas, ak~r~stos Ba_amua~ are based upon
Biblical stories. His works are an attempt ar religious
prea~hing and particularly Christian morals in the form of
literature.

The poem entitled Ya~ba ':j;ti.bi-tais an expr-esa Lon of
God's infinite mercy even to the vilest of sinners as long
as they give up their ungodly ways and embrace christian
lI1oral;:;.

:J (1).1"1 t t<t cp f;'(IC). f-i G. l c;"'

Ii ffi. h r\ (\ 1'1i nC ~t ~(\7) c;"'
;nu(. ~ (\Ofj !r~t> (\n1H.l"lflrTlC tnnJc;"' .. 37

KabMdl is truly a religious writer and sworn idealist.
He £ocuses on the dark aspects of life, the unreliability
of the world and the inevitability of death. Here is his
gloomy view of the world as expressed in Sawna Tarik:
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1", 11')1; ~h4. 9'11 11C el~-t\
,:h1(/ rnr,~aq 1m. H:rDl(/ rn,t:
h{l C (/ t\ h n n n 1ffi. Q rI j'(/ (jO t t ..3 8

His outlook is othe~rorldly that he wishes he had re-
mained unborn.

n') i''', ao1'Ei,' 11C '1'iliJ ~laq

rj££;"ll Jtj~ npC',r:;~ Jt\(Y1!J
~n .P'f1 t,1 H ') ~n J'f 1 I'l <f (l
tt"j4. e J 0. iJ 1 n t;: Pror mC (l

~[FJ/...mC (ijl~ tJ 7 Jt\Qcnffi.

9D') z;" f.Q I'l J."I tillil Q n ffi. :: 3 9

He :firmly believes in the Christian virtue of passive accept-
ancear.J ~ubmissiveness.

nm. r'l.n Q.tj T tJ. ~ rI t 71 tc; Q ~

mt}t') 71t1'(\. n~') n~ ffi.Q~~O

In Y~saraHinoch lvaga, one of his narrative poems, Kabab a
tella the ntory of a king who, observing an official beating
a fnr3er, invites the official for lunch and orders his servants
to se~ve the official with a variety of choice Wal (stew) but
no .1:ja.r~. ',-/henthe official indignantly comp LaLna of having
been nerved only with Wat the king advises him that he should_ .•.-treat farmers more gently if he needed ~njara.

h I'llt Q c ~ n tfl.. I'l(/D fl.c rI
h 1 n G, II ')n t ~n h 71< rn. ,g.c rI
UJt tl;" 1 (J/r ~ ') Q ~ ffi.Jl rje 'I'C
:1D C .<:j t £ I rj c; /) :JDffi.Q Q.c;' .::) t;: 'PC .•
h n ')1):.:; (JDG,t Ij 6. ? t 1rI t'):-
hnt)(1') i1C J ha],4. rjB (f)rr tl
/)(JD n 4. 6,.t C; 1'l!JDao ;"f T l' :-
tQ.rj c; .2 rI j' Jl 1-1' :YJl) 1 1 t
n ')c ~(1} n rfJ9'l aD 1'1 n C Ij r(f ')
UJt tt;" T C; :fffi. (f[) 'i'r, mbl1'f ') :: 4 1
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Since KBb;d~ was a firm supporter of the fe~dal system
that prevailed in the country, his belief in the necessity
to ~espect working people is not the result of a conviction
in equa Ld ty. Workers should be respected ",8 imply because
the:' ~re the source of the wealth in which their rulers
wallo~. His respect for workers is in no way different from
the respect he has for a certair. tool or machin~ because of
ite pLoductive value.

To conclude,K;b~d~'s poems are heavily religious
and moralistic. He is, however, a master craftsman whose
verse is strictly measured. He reveals perfect adherence to
forn but this concentration on form renders his poetry rather
dull. It also limits his choice of words since he is nesna-
rily forced to forego highly expressive words for the sake of
rythm and rhyme.

Among the modern Ethiopian poets who have helped to
develop Amharic literature in~the formative period of the
50's and 60's, Mang~stu Lamma undoubtedly stands out more
conDpicuouDly." Hangistu has published three volumes of
poetry apart from his dramatic works. A product of the
tradi tional Ethiopian school of Geuz "~ine fI and \;Testern
education, Mang~stu has a wide scope. Having freed Amharic
literature from its predomiantly religious and moralizing intent,.. .l-iang:::rtudeals with the objective day-to-day experiences of
the ~eople - and particularly of the educated people.

!Vlang!.stu's poems differ from those of earl ier writers not
only in content and the use of a wider canvas but also in
form. It is true that his poems reflect ( in form) the in-
fluence of traditional versification but are nonetheless very
innovative. ivriting about Mangistu's yag.i.1im Gubae, !(ane
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point.:;out the unique qualities of this work as compared to
thone of earlier works of Amharic poetry.

Mengistu Lemma's Yagitim Gubae, while following
largely traditional metric patterns, is strictly
modern in spirit dealing as it does with love,
homesickness and humour, subjects outside the
range and mode of expressioh of the traditional
type which generally deal with grief ( the hazen
engurguro) clebration of war-like deeds (shilela 42
and fukera) or are didactic-moralistic in nature. •

.' '" .fHangi-stu's first work of poetry, ~at~ch ((hawata,
"/rittcn some thirty years ago, contains about twenty-s ix

v •poemn. Yabatoch ¥hawata, a collection of folk tales in
veroe form, has helped Mang~stu as a springboard for his
later purely ereative and original works.

His best poetical work Yagit;i,mGubae wa s first published
in 1950 in a mimeographed form and later properly printed
with the inclusion of a collection of poems entitled Hindake,
that Hangistu had written during his stay in India as a
diplo~at. Yagi-tim Gub4e, too, contains twenty-six poems.
The cen~ral theme of the poetry in Yag~t~m Gubae is love.
In fAct the volume is dedicated "to all those who e:;cchange
love for nothing whatsoeverll•

43

Hangi.stu's love poetry is unique and intensely m.ving.
The following lines from his poem '{uha fmayatafa\"{are a cry
for reciprocity in love.

(J). ) aq J m 4. ffi.
iQ Q.h-'l

(DQQ.h-fi:

!\r)t
n.~1 n tl h-

Q}Q Q.h-LJ

i(J). q: ip C i'i
t jm t\ h-tl i'i

44ne'i nrpli'i ::

Here, he figuratively expresses love as a flame that
cannot be quenched with wa ter ,

Mang~stu also deals with philosophical themes. He has
an acutely sharp power of observation that enables him to
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raise insight~ul questions about natural phenomena and human
nature. Hds short poem Ha.ywot raises d isqu Let.Lnq questions
that have remained unanswered for centuries.

9D'1Q.~1jj. linn-
~~1Q.~~ h~~1 n~l ~h'1Jt
eu q/)9D IjDC(?: il~:;--"neaJt
ihf)l aoCD~-1- nC:g.t~t ..

/)9'1 ')Q. 13 7);)~i
~7l1 ?hlJt ::45

Indeed, this poem has an idealist touch and mystic' quality.
Th~ is again observed in the following lines from the same poem.

rJ!j '1 J(]). :1''' n 1Pi ~ (]). /) .:err '1II ;l:1:t
ii~ ~0'1). ~i.rr for; n 1~e <f9Il mn j:

0tJ 1 J(!',. jt\

?ao II cpt\ CDfi; t;' ?oQ e il n n
cpm C' n 1~I) f(J). GO IIh i. 9l' n.m (\

cq'1 yrj). 't\
IJlj 1 e l t c\ ~ j-t\ t\{l rtl /)Q.lJ e
h 1 -F ~ ffi. CDIi ~ (ID 1( ---WU oq tt

e u I1U1 e u ~ffi. IIM{U oq.1\ t
ao (,'d(f 1 'H ;U r\ U '1 f\ c;]. CPC). il 1 (\ 4.
h1-J to ~ n ~ m(!). t I] T 1 e Q 4. :: L~6

After having raised a string of myaterious questions
fvl8:ngistuconcludes that much in nature supersedes human know-
ledge and preaches passive submission to the Supreme /h1-J9D

in his concluding line.

Mang~stu is a much-travelled man with wide experience
in c.ifferent lands and climes. His poem Tiz~ta clearly
ir..dicatesthaot: he truely understood "That homesickness
actually is. The poem narrates the nostalgic daydream of
an Ethiopian passenger whose mind goes back to sweet memories
of hin country while he is travelling in a London train.
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n.t nh11~" fin' flr\n.t
fi 'l'i n 'f n .1i>G, '1n t t

Q n n St\ t tl n C t'1 & t
?'1mn'fi'" ?'1t1QCQ.? .~t.'·

t\1'~'1l\ flLh(j}
1n:t 'Pi n ~[j 1,

Jl ~1-~0 ml)
~t 10 I) :: 47

The Ethiopian passenger is then aroused from his soothing
reverie by the entrance into his compartment of a white passenger.
He bounces again with the harsh reality of being an alien here.

So far, the last of Mangistu'z poetical works is Basha
Ash~bir Bamerika-t a collection of eleven poems published
afte:::-the Revolution. The poet claims that theBe poemn had
been banned earlier by the defunct Hail~ S~lassie govermr:.ent.
~aAshab~r Bamerika, compared to Yagijim Gubae has greater
and far-reaching social and political implication.

Basha Ash'b~r Bamerika, the title-poem in the collection,
exposeD the reactionary racist policy of U.S.A. and the feudal
Amh a.r-a belief in racial su~eriori ty. It narrates the story of
Basha AShabir KIlkay, an Ethiopian diplomat in the USA. A
typical Amhara feudal aristocrat, Basha Ashabir believes in
the supermacy of the Amhara tribe and his descent from the
Solomonic dynasty. He damands the respect due to him, in spite
of ~eing in a foreign and racist society and as a· result is in-
volved in some brawls in which he loses his teeth. Finally he
is in?risoned and meets another black prisoner. In his dis-
cusoions with his cell-mate, Basha Ashabir denies being a

48IIshanliilla" and declares his pur-e blood and high prestige
d . I t t II·· It 49an nOC1a s a us as a mOJJa. He is bitterly humiliated by this

"uncieserved" treatment like a "common negro". His misconception
about :lot being a negro, however, is finally cleared when his black·
cell-mate e~plains matters and Basha Ash~b4r accepts the fact that
he is black and even learns to identify himself as such.
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Basha Ashabir Bamerika is a blow at the racist policies of
the United States and feudal Ethiopia. The poem is replete with
humour underlying its enlightening content. Basha Ashabir is pre-
sented not merely as a naive ~feudal aristocrat but alsoaeo humour-
ously ridiculous and pompous figure. .The following is a part of his
dialogue with his black prison mate.

ttCfJ.,tdJ. h1'lt9'l ~1"~ fjlit'1)
n ~ r. "1.(2 c; c.. n. if) fLrDI)

n\ 11 ttnfjCfJ.?l ffill ~n£
n fIlJ £ ~f] '1 ~1c n9'l"', t\ n :1'£
n 1 f] m loG.1 n ~CfJ.ii lot\ tt £ Q n LJ.
& tl irro t\ h to. n 1 ~ 1 t tt t\ m 1'[ LJ. ::

1>£ ~O!J 1'1 n ~'1 eLJ.l m£?O ~n~
n \ 1 an 'llrn 6 J ? t'l ~GI1.n'1 nG). 1'1fl P 1'1t'1 .. 50

Basha Ashabi:r uae s the terms'''fil'I' I)" and"7'ilot\·· instead
of "black". The.e terms imply not only blackness but also
slavery.. His use of these terms is intentional on the poet's
part and indicates his contempt for other Ethiopian tribes
e}:cept the Amharas.

The overall intent of this humourous poem is to indicate
that the claim of the ruling Amhara feudal class as being OI
Jewish descent and the sense of superiority that arises there-
fron is in no way different from the cruel anti-human legacy
OI the Amrerican capitalist system. The poem is an indictment of
narrow ~~i~n~l!amand racism in general. It is also a call for
black solidarity irrespective of tribal, linguistic and geographi-
cal differences.

A central theme in MKngistu's poems is the conflict of
generations created by modern education, with particular re-
ference to the marriage coustom. He presents the problem in a
sntiric vion,riducling "modernization".
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n-io (to(.. 1'11'" <t> m1,Q 10 Mn-.
1'1rJ~; CliJ1 1'1/\ hr;" ~m/\6..
t ().CliJ JC t 1J-J.CI). J r) /\ 6..

nnt S('Iqoh('(IJ. 1'(n- J('I(.l6..

~/\9'l: hnr;" (JO Y('I-: ~/\9' ~m/\6..
~m/\ 6.. ~/\r;o h Q.1 rI J(.6.. :: 51

These lines from in Yagitim Gubae
satirize the lack of courage and decisiveness in the young and
educated people. Moreover, they indicate Mangistu's male-
chauvnistic attitude.

Another interesting poem in Bashs Ashabir Bamerika is..

It is a profound narrative poem indicating the failure
of the young and educat6d Ethiopians to satisfy the simple ex-
pectations of the people at whose expense they had gone abroad
to learn the art of the whiteman. In this particular poem the
popular question levelled at the educated young man is whetker
he is able to make a needle or not. The reply, of course, is
negative. This inability to satisfy the simple needs of the
people disturbs the young man and deprives him of peaceful
sleep. Here is his dre~n:

nf14Q. £(JOrI/\r;"tI r](J).fqDM n1C

~1eDr;" 1'1Jm(],J'1 r\r) r]/\lC ::
(JO /\ aD r) GJ.') 1(J). ? 'i< 1-1 em rI
n fi."£ ('I n 1'1(. 6.. - ~ /\ (J.O~ ('I{) rI

~CliJ £(JO?(JOC ~CliJ £ Ii () rI
n.LJ..,,('I; 1'1('1(J.; £1.1.]. /\1H.C nlo-:

tn ('I t n Ci1J£ ~ V ~ Y'U 1 ? Q 1-

•• ~ CPV 1 ? Q 1-" - 11 e t;' 1? ('I-: £ m £ ,('I : :

£V ~& nD~ m~Q Q.""J~
ODCd. tUJ?/\U" 1'1/\;
(DQ l' Om :: 52



Divorced from the real life of the people, and not knowing
that the needle serves purposes other than sewing, the young
man rejoices at meeting a naked peasant, assuming that having
no clothes the peasant would not need a needle. The peasant,
howe ver , needed a needle, not for sel-ringbut for removing the
chigger that infested his toes. The re~uest for a needle from
this naked peasant astounds the young man; he becomes very
despondent and sleeps no longer:

~j lJ. lJ.A tl;"
~1an~ I)t\ ~ :: 53

These two lines carry a concentrated summary of the cen-
tral theme of the whole poem, namely the need for young educated
Ethiopians to come closer to the people, understand them and help
them solve their problems.

The longest poem in Basha A.[lhab~rBamerika is Yamabraku- . .
~~~~. Its scathing humour and narrative technique have much
in coomon with Lord Byron's The Vision of Judgement. Its fusion
of spiritual and secular matters also ~rings
Zadlb's !§.~j,hafa~hihrata Si-gawi WaDianfasa\'ri.

it closer to Alal<:a•

The poem criticizeD both spiritual and secular values
equully. Here MSng~stu defies both earthly and heavenly powers.
Indeed, it is in this very poem that he expresses the poet's
full right to voice his opinions uninhibitedly.

an f() fl IIq, l1 elf t 'J. ft\
n 1 ~ fi (1). r\~ 1 C () t\ rT)o, tn rr
lJ.!).J 0' n rli Cj: {O r\ J nag 1 il q:
~JagT n~ e~c~ ~1H?~ 54

The central character in thii narrative pnem, Mabra~u,
is presented before the throne of judgement in heaven. When
faced by the devil, Mabra~u admits that he had committed various
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s~ - he had killed, lied and robbed. He is not axraid ox
beinc condemned. On the other hand, he presents his strong
defence a3 xollows:

n [ 11' 1Q. Jf ....; ~q. ri 1 ~ ~1

~nffi. me OJ t h'H9D{] ~G"Je '1>1'i ffi.l ::
:1)[ 'F1c;- ()? 1 .~C!i.Jan tI h ffi.1

nfl~YO tI:g. 11(1[ (D}J ;uaq ~G!J.'1>[1'
n Q.L1 1i ''yo ~ ';l t" 11fi ~GtJ.nl'
nil- lot 'ou;'I-f Q.L1'F n1'tC:?
fI t (16 Jffi. {ll+ fIn h? 1(1?:-
nq.i' h(1H?'iDfr ann(').::p Jt
In'!f>.l ~m.flt UJ[ t PLJUJ!,..
n[l1' 1.Q.JnlJ. anl~ri 1~ ~1
<1'1 .fn lJ. h{l,.; Wi i>l [ri,.l

~C'(In (/ ~n. 10 'f L1 ~ c;- ttn i>
?nnnnffi. ~CJ. n rr-l~~i> :: 55

It is a viciously strong defence denouncing the exploi-
tation ox man by man and justifying the destruction of oppressors
and exploiters.

H~ngkltu also considers this purely po.ILt LcaI theme f'r-om

B religious point ot view.

fl1 g. fIN? tn m n fI ~9tl n rTl 1'1
n lJ.n,.:- ti,. n 1Qr'l ~1i 1

n i Po t t\ g J 'fr.). n.i f1.ri r1t ().
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Here Hnngi-stu harshly denounces the supremacy of the few
and their dominance ever the manyo He arouses in us a strong anger
and re~ntiment against these vile social conditions. He finally
pointe out the cause of this discrepancy in life.

~f-LU lJ.1r jJJ?

fGJ. :f/\ 111Q U ~

CPr; aD UJ t::'. 1:
,Q.U 1t l1D 'n f11: :: 57

This is an anti-climax~ an iremediable splinter in the poets
pen. Poverty is not the root cause of the problem as f!iangistu
points out; it is rather the outcome. The root caUGe is the di-
vision of society into clasnes of exploiters and exploited~ His
thoroughly dynamic an~progressive poemr therefore concludes with a
false assertion, a blemish on his ~orko

" ...f.,
SAGA YE GP.BRP. MADHrN-

~agaye undoubtedly is the most productive of the modern
Amharic poets and dramatists. The number of plays he has written
and the poems he has composed after the Revolution marking various
national holidays and celebratio~ suffice to prove this.

In spite of the large ~uantity of poems that he has written,
~agaye has no far published only one volume of poetry - issatt l:Jay
Aba~~ This volume, published in 1966, contains fifty-two poems
that are representative of his poetical works.

~igayefs poetry, in general, is rather gloomy and lacks
humour-s His world is a world of sorrow, suffering, regret and
despondence that 'grips our soul and forces us to cringe under
its tremendous force.

qagaye is a devou t nationalist. Many of his poems in
issat WHy Ab~ba are about Ethiopian towns, villages ,rivers
and mountainst Ethiopian patriots and battlefield:::;of his-
torical significance. His treatment of these purely Ethiopian
themes is very hyperbolic - a sign probably of his extreme
nationalist sentiment.
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This poem is a loving tribute to the Blue
the Awash River, 59

" 61Ankobar

Nile. ~agaye
also pays similar tribute to

60chaia OI mountains, the towns of
63 ."" 64fields like Dogale, Ma1~haw.

to the Limalimo
., 62and Harrar, battle-

In ¥idras ~.wandime Lawalawfih, ~agaye portrays the life
of the Ethiopian peoples of varying ethnic origins and nationali-
ties, who were deprived of their basic human rights and down-

;

trodden during Hnila Silassie's feudo-bouregois regime. Th~8
poem,however, is merely a beautiful camera picture of the
mode of life of the various Ethiopian ethnic groups. It does
not point out the cause of their mi3eries or the oolutions to
their problems. In his attempt to avoid a direct clash with the
feudal state, ~agaye simply mirrors the world of misery the people
live in.

e Q.L Ii t\ h n.C m 1 Q.Ott-: ,han~ n 1 NllJ;t cp~7
n?l1' j\J t\ftCD'i>n'1
i6'.c..V1 h1Q"fltV-: n1Qqo J\) "j£t:LU
n (1) t\ Il ""/ ~1' 'FmV
().1: ,,1' t\ </>IJ [TlC "11 nV
nao rw n °1 C n C1!J t\ q: U
~oqt m t '1 ~Oljt\ ffi.iHJ -:

0lj~V65
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I~stcad of directlY_lacing thetrue enemies of the people, in-
stead of accusing the feudal state which is the direct cause
of taa sufferings of the ~eQple, ~agaye chooses to direct his
arrow at himself and his likes, the petty-bourgeoisie and the
intellectuals.

r. 11 aq ~ U aJ 1Q.9D~:- Q? n. ?Gt!. 'I''1{1 U
UJ q t\ ?O!J. ~ Q.~:V
'l'f1.1i ?O!J. 'l'n n{l tJ
? -f;- 6 Iit ? J HiT)£;'":- 11~ t n ~1l!.J{l}j {l U
?O!J. tT ?:Ji. t(' 'WU:- ?fJl). ~ Q.(.j: U ?0J 1.']0 ~ :g.
?O!J ~ U Q $10 ?CltJ ~ U <1':g. •••

111 t ?O<) 01 ht ~A J ~',:g.
~ 't1llJ tJ1{lU 6.(.1!- 66

In this poem t.e petty-bourgeois intellectu&ls are made
recipients of the b10\'1that should have been levelled at the
oppressing feudo-capitalist state and its adherents. This in-
dicates that ~~gaye's nationalism lacks political radicalism
ar-::lrevolutionary fervour, an intent wh Lch he might have, but
still remains strongly veiled in his works. It is true that
3agayefs poems have always been directed at social problems ••
His social and politic~l outlook, however, is rather dim.
Indeed, he believes in the nobleness of being a poet of the
people, 'in depicting their miseries, their dr••ms and ambitions
. ,. ~~n .•.1::£e.

~agaye's poems focus on national rather than personal
oxper-Lerroe ; Thus his themes ar-e varied. His poems are some-
tb:es highly emotional as the following lines from Sa~ol;a Ha
Petros indicate:-............--

,:n1\1 tJl:: ?~C1{l ~~t 1Il~1Q,~{l (lJ~hnqt
T1 C h '1g If> 1 f}: t:- ~Ii 4- 1 C1 r'l.1' ,t} t
~c;- j nCt .QCrJrjt
n 11h c;- q"JT>. 1't fer 4.t
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This expression of Abuna fe~rosts intimate feelings just
p r-Loz- to his heroic death is pmrerfully touching and intensely
emotional.

Sagaye'g imagination focuses rao r-e on the dr-o ar-y than the..
bright aspects of life.. In a society like ~thiopia wh ere the
grief3 outweigh the joys of !ife, ~agaye's poetry has a large po-
tential audience. The strength of Sagaye's poetry lies in its abi-•
lity to portray dreary realities in a beautiful language. The
images that ~agaye creates make us cringe and shudder but also
titilate us in their "beautiful ugliness."

~~gaye'D poetry is devoid of the ,humour that is replete
in I~ngistu Lamma's works. Even his love ?oems are despondent
as the following lines from Gera chow:

1? ~ao11? lTD h[
~il g.~ ? oZ n[
ihfl $JO A (2, ;,M lJ. .\ ~ 1 [ ••

A1T r'ltr'l1: nz;'" r'lln[
r'l1 1'[ {l1l n ~n n i"i 1 rm +11 n (l!j ;t'D- 'ffD. /') 1c
r'l1[ip1l +1 nJ011{l1 ('11P1 hlT<J~1J.1']' (1)lC

r.: t f}!.n 11 IIt n 6 I(z;'" 111 r:;: rJ.rI fl nc
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Gera is an expression of the bitter experience of unful-
filled love that remains only a dream; a nightmare that can
never be grasped.

The title-poem ~sat Way Ababa could be interpreted in
many vays primarily becau.ce o:f its intensely figurative nature.
Ito overall meSSage is similar to Gera. Both relate a Platonic,
drea!C-like and hypnotic love for a woman; a love that is unquench-
able. The image is dark andthe~lusions are sado

n~:- 1\1£ 1~ "llil tG). ~:']).nt 0;£ ~1 ~;KDL
n 1 c. ;11 r\~'(]). ~h !.. C.:-
n ihL YUI rf.1 S6~ fP (\
~(D.nt CJ e;. ~(J (\ (\

(J O!J e Q1.(\ 0lJ HJJ. n l':t r, 'j n f\ tl r, e Q s» r, (\ ..
St\ fQI\ :: 69

After elaborating the same idea of unfulfilled love using
different figures of speech and drawing various agonizing images,
the lover addresses his sweetheart directly and explains the wall
that stands between them and stifles their lovs.

£'l'[ () J r,l~ 1[9D

nl~ 711'1: r,'"',CD'jeJl
(\ Q).£ £ t r, t\ f2 t\ 190

7)1 >t 'j3). 1-;l' r. 1 'It:- 'H yn ••• 'H 9D
r,nn {j'ldJ1 tD£9D flrjt

tm9D.Ql n9Dc;'t 'l'(fJt
(J.7D:JD 1 n rq!.. m. aD Of t
CJQ.G!i r, T 1 1 Y)"7.qOlj l' ~ t
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.... .

The barrier between the two lovers is an.~~t~helming fear
born out of a strong feeling of love but the object of their fear
is abstract. Is it because they focus their attention on the pains
of love and overlook its beauty and joy? It is impossible to com-
prehend. Their separation, W6 learn from the poem, is only physical;
spiritually they still cling to each other.

111 f9D h t\f) J C {J t (D.£ n \9'J h t\f) J C {J Q).t\

rJy'D tJ J n 1"Jt t) 1 tI1J. () o ()
~\ tlh tJ1 t f) Jt\f+

n t\f} 11tJ l) 111 1:1 tI G!j cpq::
~p;J yu II.1 tl X r/): J1 t'7 m(]f)9D no. tJ (LJ • 71

The concluding lines of the poemar~ the heart-rending
cries of frustrated love; a lamentation of wa.ted youth.

rj II mC nqn t 1 fJ t
nC;fI{J nC::lf+1f/t
tJ1mC; rJC::I!1fJt
11n rJ a; e 9D n tJ t: aD LJ101 {J J 11fQ 1 fJ t .. 72

The beauty of language and the melody in this poem warms
us; its gloomy atmosphere depresses us through a vicarious imagi-
native experience of the sorrows of love that is extinguished in
its budding. Sagaye's poetry is not simple and differs much from.
the conventional type of Amharic verse that lacks the compactness
which is an essential quality of good poetry.
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::j;;{gaye is a poet endowed \'rithan outstanding power
of imagination and UBes words figuratively assigning them
\-lithvalues that differ from their ordinary meaning. The
\lord::;of poetry differ from thone of prose primarily be-
cacse they are selected for their emotive and sym~olic value.
This is precisely the quality we find in ~~gayels poetry.

SOLOIlON DERESSA

'Solomon Deressa has so far published only one volume of
poetry, L~j~n~t (1963) which caused much controversy among the
reading publio. Many criticized it bitterly and some applauded ...•.1".
Solooon's verses have an originality never before oboerved in any
work of Amharic poetry. He seems to have had a premonition of the
feelings that his work would arouse in his readers. This is probably
lmy he replies certain inevitable questions in the preface to
L~jinat entit!ed rsh~idimd~~3 Here, he points out that some readers
;night ask \--Thyhe wrote his poems in the first place. His answer
is an unsatisfactory argument in a circle:

7L-,be llritten.lI •

I~ecause they had to

Solomon further explains that his poems are an attempt
to create beauty of form and that content, for him, is secondary.
There is a clear contradiction in his statement. i'/hatis form?
Is it not an expression of content? Can there ever be a form
lrithout content? The form in poetry is the words which express
the t~ought which is the content, and their arrangement in a cer-
tain systematic sequence. The composition ofl:t~'efGof poetry is an
arrangement in carefully selected words of the thoughts that crowd
the poet's mind. Thus, even though Solomon asserts that he writes
poetry for the sake of its form, his poem::;are not at all devoid of
content. His conception of poetry primarily as form does not enable
him to escape from content either.

An artist who claims that his major concern is the form of
hiB l'Torkis necessarily individualistic and alienated from society,
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avoiding the contradictions and struggles that are inherent in
it. In other words, he lacy.s the ortisanship that is an essential
quality of a good poetry~ His pen portrays an imaginary world
unaffected by the social, economic and political contradictions that
exist around him. He becomes an interovcrt, shut off from the
worLd of reality. This is exactly ",hat Solomon is, ao:;we know
him t~rough his work.

30lomon's poetry is based on his own personal experience
in life and his scope is stiflingly narrow. An understanding
(1:( his poetry r-e qu.ir-e s a background kriow Ledqe of his life for
it ~ replete with personal references.

tin. Q.n. e lJ.l ¥l tn "11 i'lilJ
l1hi;JOt lJt n tf) t\ ~ffi. nl\ t
n1 j.,'IJ. (h 1j '7 1\'i'(1 e () 1'1' l' (DalLY

Q.'71i\ e 1\ l-~ lJ'7i1'7 GlJfl i 1{

fOll mT'1 h!!D n. t nl\t t\'7r1] 17-'P; .. 75

The references in the second and third lines quoted above
can be meaningful only to the poet h LmseLf or to those who know
him well. Personal references such as these create a barrier
between the poet and his audience.

The messages in Solomon's poetry are vague but he has the
least concern about ito Solomon's use of figures of speech is
very unique. He draws toget~er far separated thoughts and images
toget~er, confounding his readers all the more. If we consider the
poem Koktel Gibla, there seems to be no relationship whatsoever
botl1een the title and the poem. Repeated reading and profound
analysis, however, throws some light on its intent. A cock-
tail party is characterized by a mixture of varieties of drinks
and of people. The poem is similarly an expression of a varied
mixture of impressions.
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Solomon does not adhere to traditional Amharic versifi-
cation, wh Lch is strictly ue asur-ed and rhyming.. His poemc are
written in the form of free verse. He is repu~ad aB the founder
of truely modern Amharic poetry.77 The first stanza of hrba Takul
is a typical example of Solomon's free verse.
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Solomon has a c~ear conte~r-t for the adherents of tradi-
tional versificAtion. He had been the object of violent attacks
from poets of the traditional school such as A1Bmayahu Hog"aso
Guma Lalo is Solo~on's expression of his views about such poets.
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After thus ridiculing conoervative attitudes towards
poetry, Solomon concludes his poem in a devil-may-care tone.

{l ff 0I10lj fl ff CTij aq
lit/) "j'i'?O h£Q/)
P,oJ.] Ijt\U1n ~tJqtnG1J:
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Solomon writes poetry not only in Amharic but also in
English and French and his Amharic works indicate influences of
Englioh and French poetry.



CONCLUSION

Since its inception in the fourteenth century Amharic li-
terature has undergone tremendous changes both in its form and
content. The development of the literature of any society cannot
be considered apart from the overall economic, political and social
development of the society. Thus the levels of development attained
by Amharic literature in its various stages are related to and
shaped by the various levels of development in Ethiopian society.
Throughout the ages, Amharic literature has reflected the nature
of Ethiopian society. Written Amharic literature has mostly been
rather conformist. It rarely challenged the Status quo in the
Ethiopian society. Even when it did attempt to challenge the
stat?s quo, of which there are only very few instances, it did
so only very tangentially.

The earliest works of Amharic literature were largely re-
l~ious, moralistic and didactic. Prescriptiveness is a trend
manifested in the course of development not oniy of Amharic
literature but also most other literatures. Modern Amharic
literature through the decades has shown a marked shift from
its purely prescriptive intent and has gradually achieved a
mature treatment of secular problems, dealing as it does with
prominent and contemporary social and political issues. Recent
works of Amharic literature, and particularly the post-Revolu-
tion Amharic novels, manifest an unprecedented seriousness of intent
and content marked by greater preoccupation with political
issues of paramount importance to Ethiopian society.

In terms of form much of Amharic literature has little
to be proud of. Probably, one of the most important factors
that has contributed to the mediocrity in the form Qf much of
A~laric literature is the lack of profound knowledge in the art of
creative writing among most of its writers. The proble~ was even
more aggravated by the lack of prGfessional training in and ~ommitment
to literatur~ among many writers. For most of the Ethiopian
writers, writing has been only a peripheral activity, a sort of
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leisure-time engagement or hobby. We cannot mention even one
Ethiopian writer who could be considered a professional.

Writing is a full-time engagement, demanding ample time
and immesurable patience on the part of the writer. In tod~y's
Ethiopia, where much is expected of the writer, it is essential
to create a conducive atmosphere for aspiring as well as estab-
lished writers. And heading the list of factors necessary to
facilitate creative writing in Ethiopia should be professional
training and the exemption of writers from other duties.

In the course of its development, Amharic literature has
faced a considerable number of obstacles, apart from the major
retarding factors mentioned earlier. The high cost of printing
and the absolute lack of publishing houses has discouraged
a remarkable number of .potential writers from executing their
talent. Recently, however, two publishing houses, The Ethiopia
Book Centre and Kuraz ( the former private and the lat.er govern-
mental) have emerged and might hopefully satisfy the long-lived
and dire need for publishers in the country. This is indeed a
great leap and may create a conducive atmosphere for the deve-
lopment of Amharic literature provided that the efforts of the
publishing houses materialize.

Censorship has .lways been a great hurdle to the develop-
ment of Amharic literature. The nature of the Amharic language
is such that it lends itself to varied interpretations because
of the duality of meaning manifested in many of its words and
expressions. Particularly during the overthrown feudal regime,
it was practically impossible ( although we might find excep:
tions to the general rule like G~rmachaw Takl~ Hawariyat's
A~aaya and Haddis Al~myahu's F~~ir lska Ma*ab~) to challenge
the status quo even tangentially. This was ensured by the
slashing hands of censorship which mutilated or completely
banned unorthodox and progressive works of literature. Most
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of the time the censorship officials become overzealouD in their
task that they attribute far-fetched meanings to literary works,
thus reading into the text and implying messages that the author
never intended. The problem of censorship still prevails to a
certain degree but not because of government policy but rather
due to the over zealousness and possibly the ignorance of the
censors about the nature of literary writing.

The high rate of illiteracy has also been a hindrance in
its own rights to the development of creative writing. In
a society where the vast majority of the population is illite-
rate, the potential audience to works of literature is minimal
and the cost of printing very high, the writer is stuck in
a painful posit,ion and his talent is let to atrophy. Today,
however, the tune has changed. The peoples of Ethiopia are
gradually being emancipated from their grim heritage of
illiteracy. The potential audience to works of literature,
although slowly and painfully, is clearly on the ascent. This
newly literate potential audience, however, has to develop
the culture of reading and gradually the art of literary
appreciation for the ability to read alone does not indicate
a high level of culture.

Any literature can achieve aesthetic refinement and greater
social significance only when the art of literary criticism
flourishes alongside creative writing. Literary criticism in
Ethiopia is still rUdimentary if not non-existent. Many conceive
of it in the negative sense as being a fault-finding art and over-
look its constructive value. There is a tendency to take any
criticism as personal. Hence many writers hate to be criticized
and potential critics refrain from expounding their views about
works of literature for fear of offending the authors. This
attitude has to be eradicated and the value of literary criticism
properly explained and the art developedo The training of personnel
both in the art of creative writing and literary criticism is im-
perative in today's Ethiopia.
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It is essential that the setting up of creative workshops
on various levels bp considered earnestly. The Ethiopian writers'
Association in cooperation with the Institute of Language Studies
of the Addis Ababa University and the Language Academy could do
much in this regard.

The Ethiopian Revolution has created a fertile ground for
the development of Amharic literature but this fertile ground
has to be skillfully manipulated if it is to bear fruit. In-
stitutions of higher education in the country have to break
away from the time-honored misconception and restriction of
the study of literature to European or American literature~ A
radical shift of outlook in this regard is necessary. It
is true that we have much to learn from "'estern literature.
Although we should by no means overlook the significance of
European and American literature, we oust give greater emphasis
to the study of Ethiopian literature. The implications of
the former are remote while the latter has immedia~e and
pertinent significance to contemporary Ethiopian society.

Literature, like all social phenomena, develops dilt,lec-
tically. The literature of the past has its peculiar social
and historical context and therefore reflects the values of
the past which may be backward and even reactionary. It must
be remembered, however, that it has a lasting impact on the
literature of the presento Its complete rejection on the
ground that it is reactionary is tantamount to severing the
umbilical cord connecting a premature foetus to the nourishing
:nother. Amharic literature is an important part of the nation's
cultural heritage and that is why it haz to be studied in spite
of its unscientific and reactionary views about society. It
is only vulgar Marxists who tend to assert that all the art and
literature of the past should be abolished.
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In a period of revolutiDnary turmoil and transition like
the one ~hiopia is passing through, literature has a prominent
role as an instrument to enhance the politicization of the people.
To fulfill this noble task of paving·the way to a better and more
prorniDing future for the toiling masses, the literary artist
necessarily has to be partisan. This should not, however, be
taken to signify that literature has to be a ~re echo of con-
temporary political slogans or propound dry ideological views
behind a thin veneer of fiction, a weakness possibly born out
of an overzealous social and political intent as manifested in
Taddala Gabr~ Hi~at's La~ay Ababa.

It is ind~ed very difficult to forecast the path along
which Amharic literature will travel henceforth. However,
it is hoped that Amharic writers in the times ahead will strain
in their collective or individual effort towards the major pro-
gressive task of quickening the pulse of life in the society and
creating a violent desire in their readers to change the way of
life. This can be achieved categorically only if they realize that
the literary artist should also be a thinker, for there can be no
form of art that is devoid of thought. Moreover, the merit or
demerit of any literary work primarily depends on the progressive
or retrogressive nature of its content. It is not just enough
to present to the readers photographical accounts of the life
that they know only too well. The goal of the writers should
be to illuminate life and arouse their readers to constructively
engage in the effort to change life for the better. At the
present historical junctura Ethiopia needs such writers - thinkers
who facilitate the process of radical social change that it
has courageously undertaken.
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As can be observed from this study, Amharic literature has
reached its present stage of development mainly through the per-
sistent effort and devotion of individual writers. Although in-
dividual writers have much to do to enhance its future progress,
governmental support and encouragement of individual writers
as well as the pro~essional guidance of higher institutions of
education like the Addis Ababa University, the Ethiopian Writers'
Association and the Ethiopian Language Academy are indispensable
to ensure its further development.
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2Unless Otherwise indicated all dates are given according to
to the Ethiopian calendar.
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27 Ibid.
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